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Abstract
In our everyday life we use a number of complex systems that consist of
many closely interconnected components. None of the individual compo-
nents possess a property of the whole system but when they come together
they give rise to special properties which are called emergent properties. A
similar scenario one may observe in biological systems. There are many in-
terconnected entities such as genes, proteins, and metabolites involved in
biological systems. Through their interactions with one another and also
with the environment, they exhibit a number of observable characteristics.
In order to understand the complexity in biological processes, it is required
to understand not just how individual entities function but also how they
interact with one another.
The molecular activities involved in biological processes very often remain
dicult to understand due to their complex structure. We address the issue
in this thesis with the focus on development and demonstration of qualitative
approaches, to gain useful insights into several characteristics and dynamics
lying within biological phenomena.
The rst part of the thesis presents the development of logic-based ap-
proaches aka logicome, where we use simple heuristics and logical operations
to interpret complex scenarios. We apply logicome approaches to capture
high-level understanding in terms of mathematical logic of the biological
phenomena under study. We demonstrated the logicome approach on two
case-studies: (i) the numerical model of Epidermal Growth Factor Recep-
tor (EGFR) signaling pathway (ii) the microarray datasets of Head and
Neck/Oral squamous-cell carcinoma (HNOSCC). The logicome proposed for
the EGFR signaling pathway investigates activation dependencies within the
key species whereas the logicome for HNOSCC microarray datasets produces
boolean signatures using the representative genes.
The second part of the thesis presents so-called reaction systems, a nature
inspired qualitative modeling framework which functions based on two main
principles: threshold principle and no permanency principle. The interac-
tive processes within the reaction systems framework are controlled through
two main mechanisms: facilitation and inhibition. We developed reaction
systems models which are built on the simple concepts of set theory. Our
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models demonstrated the feasibility and expressive power of the reaction sys-
tems framework as a versatile modeling framework for several dynamics that
typically emerged through the traditional quantitative modeling framework.
We show reaction systems models to be natural correspondents of models of
known dynamic systems such as kinetic models of self-assembly of interme-
diate laments, and dynamic models of systems exhibiting behavior such as
bi-stability, multi-stability and period doubling bifurcation.
The doctoral thesis is set out to develop and demonstrate the potential
role that qualitative approaches play in understanding complex behaviors
which are typically observed in biological systems. The hypotheses derived
with our approaches are well consistent with the literature ndings and the
results obtained in other modeling frameworks. We therefore expect that
our approaches can be ecient at providing new biological ndings for case-
studies with intractable complex details.
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Sammanfattning
I vårt dagliga liv använder vi ett ertal komplexa system som består av
många tätt hopkopplade komponenter. Ingen av de individuella komponen-
terna har en egenskap som gäller hela systemet, men tillsammans ger de
upphov till speciella egenskaper som kallas framväxande egenskaper. Ett
liknande scenario kan observeras i biologiska system. Det nns många hop-
kopplade entiteter, såsom gener, proteiner och metaboliter, involverade i
biologiska system. Genom deras interaktioner med varandra och med om-
givningen upp-visar de ett ertal observerbara kännetecken. För att kunna
förstå komplexiteten i biologiska processer måste man förstå inte bara hur
individuella entiteter fungerar men också hur de interagerar med varandra.
De molekylära aktiviteterna involverade i biologiska processer förblir
väldigt ofta svårförstådda på grund av sin komplexa struktur. I denna avhan-
dling behandlar vi detta problem med fokus på utveckling och demonstration
av kvalitativa förhållningssätt, för att få användbara inblickar i en stor mängd
kännetecken och dynamik som ligger inom biologiska fenomen.
Den första delen av avhandlingen presenterar utvecklingen av logik-
baserade förhållningssätt, Logicome, som fångar förståelse på hög nivå i
form av matematisk logik gällande de biologiska fenomen som studeras. Vi
demonstrerade Logicome-förhållningssättet på två fallstudier: (i) den nu-
meriska modellen av Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor(EGFR)-signalväg
(ii) Mikromatris-datamängden Head and Neck/Oral squamous-cell carci-
noma (HNOSCC). Den Logicome som föreslogs för EGFR-signalvägen un-
dersöker aktivationsberoenden inom nyckelarten medan den Logicome som
föreslogs för HNOSCC-mikromatris-datamängden producerar booleska sig-
naturer med hjälp de representativa generna.
Den andra delen av avhandlingen presenterar Reaktionssystem, ett
kvalitativt modelleringsramverk inspirerat av naturen. Reaktionssystem-
ramverket fungerar baserat på två principer: tröskelprincipen och principen
om ingen beständighet. De interaktiva processerna inom reaktionssystem-
ramverket kontrolleras genom två huvudsakliga mekanismer: underlättande
och hämning. Vi utvecklade reaktionssystem-modeller för att demonstr-
era genomförbarheten och den uttrycksfulla kraften hos reaktionssystem-
ramverket. Vi presenterar reaktionssystem som ett mångsidigt modeller-
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ingsramverk för en stor mängd dynamik som typiskt framträder genom
de traditionella kvantitativa modelleringsramverken. Reaktionssystem-
modellerna är byggda på de enkla mängdlärokoncepten. Vi visar att
reaktionssystem-modeller är naturliga motsvarigheter till modeller av kända
dynamiska system såsom kinetiska modeller av självsammansättning av mel-
lanliggande lament, och dynamiska modeller av system som uppvisar be-
teenden såsom bi-stabilitet, multi-stabilitet och perioddubbleringsbifurka-
tion.
Doktorsavhandlingen har som målsättning att utveckla och demonstr-
era den potentiella roll som kvalitativa förhållningssätt kan spela när det
gäller att förstå komplexa beteenden som typiskt observeras i biologiska sys-
tem. Hypoteserna härledda med våra förhållningssätt är konsekventa med
rön inom litteraturen och de resultat som har erhållits med andra model-
leringsramverk. Därför förväntar vi oss att våra förhållningssätt kan vara
eektiva när det gäller att bestå nya biologiska rön till fallstudier med svår-
behandlade, komplexa detaljer.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Most systems in biology are often recognized as complex systems which
implies systems composed of multiple components that may interact with
each other. Computer science has been increasingly successful in exploring
and interpreting the dynamical features of the complex operations within
the biological components [62, 73]. In pace with discovering ever growing
incredible amounts of information embedded in a biological system, a wide
plethora of novel methodologies contributed by computer science have pro-
gressed towards directly modeling and analyzing a biological system in a
simple and intuitive manner. The methodologies are not only limited to
modeling and analysis but also produce sophisticated executable bio-models
which help comprehend the processes at a level useful for prediction and may
aid into reducing the cost of expensive in vivo and in vitro biological exper-
iments. Novel concepts and well-designed tools facilitate the understanding
of complex multi-domain biological phenomena and extract meaningful in-
sights from them [15, 43, 69]. The computer models and simulations have
brought remarkable transformations in biological research and were progres-
sively successful in demonstrating causality mechanisms between multi-scale
biological processes [108].
The computer models of biological systems can be investigated from both
qualitative and quantitative perspectives [92, 67, 32]. Quantitative modeling
deals with numerical models and requires numerical setups, like reaction
rates, rate laws, initial concentrations, etc.[24, 6, 94, 54, 2]. Qualitative
modeling operates within a discrete domain of a system where the variables
of the system may take one of a few discrete values. Also, the qualitative
modeling approaches have less computational requirements as well as much
less initial data requirements [92, 93, 64, 100, 5].
The research reported in the present doctoral thesis concentrates on de-
veloping and utilizing dierent methodologies arising from computer science
that extract simplied representations of the characteristics of the biolog-
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ical phenomena. The thesis contains two parts, each reporting a research
direction we were involved in.
In the rst part, we used heuristic strategies expressed in terms of
Boolean logic to develop methodologies to infer qualitative models. Just
as terms like genome, proteome, metabolome, etc. that study genes, pro-
teins and metabolites respectively, we introduced the term logicome that
extracts static description of a biological phenomenon. The logicome ap-
proach presents external/internal characteristics of a biological phenomenon
on a high abstraction level using a logic-based formal framework.
The logic-based approaches have successfully captured the most salient
properties of the biological systems and have been applied to model a wide
range of biological processes (for instance, dierentiation of T-helper cells,
gene and molecular networks, the ssion yeast cell cycle network) [3, 67, 25].
Logic-based approaches are also introduced for learning causal relation-
ships and interactions between the components in biological systems where
the system is very complex and contains uncertainty (e.g., measurement er-
ror, experimental error, noisy data, and incomplete data). For example,
authors in [45, 89] demonstrate the ability of logical models to discover
the structure and build veried predictive models of the biochemical sys-
tems. Logical modelling (often Boolean modelling) has shown to be capable
of inferring regulatory mechanisms, performing structural analysis of cellu-
lar networks and demonstrating the dynamics of the biochemical networks
[105, 25, 4, 72, 92, 77].
The logicome approach represents the characteristics of the phenomenon
through a simplied model represented with the Boolean formalism. By us-
ing this approach, we perform following case studies: biochemical/molecular
network of Epidermal Growth Factor Recepter (EGFR) signaling pathway,
given as a set of reactions and microarray datasets of Head and Neck/Oral
squamous-cell carcinoma (HNOSCC). The logicome outcomes for EGFR sig-
naling pathway provide logical description of the activation dependencies of
the user selected key elements within the pathway, whereas the logicome
outcomes for HNOSCC microarray datasets identify regulations of signi-
cant genes and provide boolean classier for each sample groups.
In the second part, we used the qualitative framework of Reaction Sys-
tems (RS in short), which was introduced by A. Ehrenfeucht and G. Rozen-
berg, as a framework to formalise the interactions between biochemical re-
actions [35, 37]. The reaction systems approach relies on the notions of set
theory. A reaction in reaction systems is characterized by its set of reactants,
set of inhibitors and set of products. In the reaction systems framework, the
interactions between the biochemical reactions are controlled through two
main mechanisms: facilitation and inhibition. Intuitively, a reaction is suc-
cessfully enabled if all of its reactants are present and all of its inhibitors
are absent. Moreover, the two main assumptions that make the reaction
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systems framework dierent from other modeling frameworks are: threshold
assumption and no permanency assumption. In the threshold assumption, it
is assumed that if an element is present, it is available in a sucient amount
for the reactions to take place. In the no permanency assumption, it is as-
sumed that the element ceases to exist in the system, if it is not sustained
by any reaction.
Each of the products will be present after the reaction has successfully
taken place. The research on reaction systems has proven to be very promis-
ing and growing in dierent directions. The original motivation of reaction
systems was nature inspired processes which came from biology, but the
research on reaction systems has been very versatile in theoretical and bio-
modeling aspects. The diverse applications of reaction systems as novel
models of computation can be found in e.g. [12, 11, 74, 41, 91, 85, 90].
We consider several case studies that demonstrate the natural correspon-
dence of reaction systems to quantitative modeling frameworks. With reac-
tion systems, we build models for several dynamical systems and through
its interactive process we reproduced a similar behavior as observed in dy-
namical models. For this, we consider a kinetic model of self-assembly of
intermediate laments, and several dynamical systems exhibiting behavior
such as bi-stability, multi-stability and period doubling bifurcation.
The above mentioned research directions are discussed in the subsequent
chapters. In Chapter 2, we introduce the logicome approach and present the
methodologies involved in it. We also give brief biological backgrounds of
the investigated case studies with logicome approaches. In Chapter 3, we
introduce the reaction systems framework and discuss its applicability. We
further present our case studies modeled with reaction systems and demon-
strate the dynamics of reaction systems models in correspondence with the
quantitative models. In Chapter 4, we list the original research contribution
and briey discuss the contribution of each publication. Finally in Chapter
5, we conclude with a perspective for future research directions.
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Chapter 2
The Logicome Approach
There exists a number of modeling and computational approaches to eluci-
date high-level understanding of complex molecular, cellular and organ level
biological processes [56, 103, 20]. The insights gained from such studies aid
the development of new predictive models that complement conventional ex-
perimental approaches. We dene the term logicome as a metaphor to depict
the static snapshot of the phenomenon under study in terms of logical ex-
pressions. The main emphasis of the logicome approach is on unveiling the
interplay between the selected key elements and describe the observable char-
acteristics of the phenomenon under study in terms of Boolean expressions.
In this chapter, we discuss the methods involved in the logicome approach
and demonstrate them on two case studies.
2.1 Background
The activities of dierent components within a complex multi-component
biological system are not independent of each other. It is possible to under-
stand the complex relationships between these components with a method
that facilitates systematic functional analysis of the system. The most com-
mon approaches for analyzing and modeling biological systems are ordinary
dierential equations (ODEs) [86], Bayesian networks [107], Petri nets [21],
linear programming [81] and agent-based model [101]. In addition to these
approaches, modeling with Boolean Networks (BNs) [60, 25] has also proven
to be successful in investigating large and complicated biological systems
[7, 39].
Moreover, there has been an enormous contribution towards developing
simplied methodologies and tools that facilitate construction and analysis
of models of biological processes with dierent levels of abstraction [27, 59,
6, 92, 40, 49, 53, 42]. The level of abstraction depends on the availability of
the experimental data of the model such as model components, interactions,
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kinetic information. However, such kind of experimental information is often
lacking in the published models. The wide array of qualitative approaches is
developed to describe processes of high-throughput cell biology when precise
experimental information is not available. [3, 102, 99, 29].
Many studies have demonstrated the ability of logical approaches to ex-
tract structural features and functional analysis of cellular signaling or reg-
ulatory networks (see for example [63, 89]). The study in [93] introduced
scalable qualitative approach for building and analyzing executable models
of biological systems. In [46], authors proposed a tool incorporating a rich
modeling language and semantics of logic programming to explore a family
of feasible logic models of signal transduction.
In the logicome approach, the main goal is to derive a Boolean net-
work/formulation that elucidates the emergent properties and behaviors of
the model under study. The selected components of the model are reduced
to discrete values: 0 and 1. In other words, the components take discrete
values which represent qualitative levels of activity and inactivity, or up-
regulation and down-regulation. We used following two logicome approaches
to represent the dynamics underlying the signaling pathway model and to
identify the signatures for categories within the data driven models.
• Model-based logicome: in this approach, the input is a numerical model
of EGFR signaling pathway and the outcome is a qualitative model in
terms of Boolean network. The nodes of the Boolean network are the
selected key species of the pathway model. The network analyses the
activation dependencies within the selected key species.
• Data-based logicome: in this approach, the input is microarray data
and the outcome is a set of Boolean signatures inferred from the mi-
croarray data for the sample groups, where Boolean variables represent
expression levels of some selected representative genes. Intuitively, this
method comprehends the data in terms of boolean formulas.
2.2 Case studies
We applied the logicome approach to the model of Epidermal Growth Factor
Receptor (EGFR) signaling pathway and to the microarray data sets of head
and neck/oral squamous cell carcinoma (HNOSCC). In this section, we high-
light some basic features of the EGFR signaling pathway and of microarray
datasets.
The signaling in cellular components originates from the extra-cellular
domain via receptors situated on the cellular surface. For instance, intra-
cellular signaling pathways (cascades) usually originate from those receptors.
These signaling cascades regulate many important cellular processes, such as
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cell dierentiation, division and proliferation [110]. The Epidermal Growth
Factor Receptors (EGFRs) are a family of receptor tyrosine kinases exten-
sively studied in several types of cancer and have a major contribution in
fundamental cellular processes [109]. Due to their potential involvement in
numerous tumour cell responses, the EGFR signaling pathway has been the
target of eective cancer therapies [96, 78].
The EGFR is an extra-cellular receptor for EGF (Epidermal Growth Fac-
tor) and the formation of the signaling cascade begins with the binding of
EGF with the receptor. The signaling cascade initiates critical molecular
events such as dimerization and phosphorylation of its intracellular species,
which control various cellular responses [61, 78]. The signaling pathways typ-
ically are composed of several conserved functional domains, also called mod-
ules. The signal propagation activates dynamics of several modules within
the intracellular domain, that exhibit intertwined control mechanisms like
positive and negative feedback loops, which also play a key role in preserving
the stability of the signal [47]. The modules interact with each other through
their common species, which we agree to call interface species [104]. The
activity of each interface species depends on other interface species. The dis-
covery of such dependencies helps to analyze the overall control mechanisms
within the EGFR signaling pathway.
2.2.1 Cell signaling pathway
The numerical model of the modularised EGFR signaling pathway that we
used is adapted from the previous studies reported in [52, 104, 95], which also
analyze the same pathway. We focus on the dynanics of the interface species
within the EGFR signaling pathway. The abstract schema depicted in Figure
2.1 illustrates the modularized EGFR signaling pathway with modules and
interface species that we focus on. Figure 2.1 is based on the biochemical
map given in [104] that depicts reactions involved in the EGFR signaling
pathways. We analyze this pathway by identifying the activation dependen-
cies associated with the interface species. In [82], we treat interface species
as key elements of the pathway.
The interface species that we focus on are: (EGF-EGFR*)2-GAP, (EGF-
EGFR*)2-GAP-Grb2-Sos, (EGF-EGFR*)2-GAP-Shc*-Grb2-Sos, Ras-GTP,
Ras-GTP*, MEK-PP, Raf* and ERK-PP. The end result of the signaling
cascade is the phosphorylated ERK protein (ERK-PP) that regulates sev-
eral cellular proteins and nuclear transcription factors essential for cellular
responses [61].
The quantitative models of biochemical and cellular systems are avail-
able at several freely-accessible public repositories [66, 97, 70]. We used the
BioModels Database [68] to obtain a numerical model of the EGFR signaling
pathway represented in SBML (Systems Biology Markup Language).
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Figure 2.1: The abstract schema representing links between modules and
interface species that we focus on in the EGFR signaling pathway: the ovals
represent modules while the grey boxes represent interface species. The
gure is based on the biochemical map given in [104] that depicts reactions
involved in the EGFR signaling pathways.
2.2.2 DNA microarray datasets
The microarray provides a natural platform for systematic and comprehen-
sive analysis of the genome. At present, there exist several types of microar-
rays such as DNAmicroarrays, protein microarrays, tissue microarrays, cellu-
lar microarrays (transfection microarrays), chemical compound microarrays,
antibody microarrays and carbohydrate arrays [75] to address various biolog-
ical questions. The microarray technology has been successfully applied in
various elds including but not limited to the functional analysis of dierent
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cellular processes, neuroscience, ecology and evolution [50, 44, 87, 71].
The processes mediating the phenotype of the cells (e.g. tumor and
normal) are encoded in molecular units called genes. The gene expression
is a process by which a cell responds to its changing environment. In other
words, specic genes possessed by the cell are expressed and are involved
in the production of a functional product such as a protein. This process is
measured at two levels, as shown in Figure 2.2: transcription and translation.
During the transcription level, the information stored in the DNA sequence
of genes is transferred into an RNA copy of a gene sequence, referred to a
messenger RNA (mRNA) sequence. At the translation level, the information
represented by the mRNA sequence is used as a template for the synthesis
of proteins.
Figure 2.2: The central dogma of gene expression: transcription and trans-
lation [23].
In this work, we used expression microarrays, also known as DNA mi-
croarrays, that measure thousands of gene expression patterns simultane-
ously. The DNA microarrays quantify expressions of the genes present in
the cell and the expression values are based on the measurement of mRNA
translated into the end functional products, i.e. proteins.
The genomic high-throughput technologies, such as the DNA microar-
rays, are rapidly evolving with numerous applications in gene expression,
genotyping, resequencing, mutation analysis, drug discovery and pharma-
cogenomics [94]. The DNA microarrays is a powerful tool for studying com-
plex changes in the expression level patterns of thousands of genes simultane-
ously and classifying the biological entities (e.g. classifying tumor samples)
based on these patterns. A DNA microarray is a slide imprinted with an or-
dered array of thousands of tiny spots, with each spot representing a known
DNA sequence or gene. The DNA molecules on each slide act as gene probes
(short section of a gene) which are a set of oligonucleotides complementary
to fragments of the corresponding genes.
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The microarray data are available at several microarray repositories, such
as Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), storing a vast amount of microarray
data [31]. The microarray dataset contains expression values of probes cor-
responding to 20,000-40,000 genes for hundreds of samples. The microarray
is scanned to measure expression of each gene printed on the slide through
a hybridization process [80]. Following the hybridization process, the genes
are labeled according to their expression levels.
For this work, we have used RNA expression data for samples from
nine microarray datasets of Head and Neck/Oral squamous cell carcinoma
(HNOSCC) downloaded from GEO.
2.3 Methods
The goal of the logicome approaches is to describe the structure of biological
phenomena and extract the specic behavior of the selected components of
the phenomena under study. Logicome approaches comprise two directions:
model-based logicome and data-based logicome. The model-based logicome
approach analyzes a Boolean model derived from the numerical model of the
cell signaling pathway. The data-based logicome approach describes large
datasets using boolean signatures. In this section, we present steps involved
in both logicome approaches.
2.3.1 Model-based logicome
In our studies, the model-based logicome captures the main functionalities
lying within the EGFR signaling pathway model. The methodology is sum-
marized in Figure 2.3.
The steps involved in the model-based logicome include:
1. Setting up the model in the modeling framework
2. Threshold-based discretization
3. Simulation of the knock-out mutants of the model
4. Deriving the logicome outcome
The logicome outcome derived in this method represents a numerical model
of the EGFR signaling pathway in terms of Boolean networks. We discuss
each of these steps below.
• Setting up the model in the modeling framework: As the rst step of
the method, the SBML model of the EGFR signaling pathway model
is implemented in the modeling framework of COPASI. Before per-
forming knock-out mutant simulations, the unperturbed model is run
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Figure 2.3: Model-based logicome:(A) Model of EGFR signaling pathway
and the selected key elements (interface species) highlighted with green ovals
(B) Illustration of COPASI simulation for a knock-out mutant model (C)
Logicome outcome derived in terms of a Boolean network using the tool
LogicFriday[1]
and the simulation results of the selected key elements are collected.
We call this simulation run the basic simulation run. As mentioned in
Section 2.2.1, we focus on the selected interface species and consider
these key species as the key elements of the model.
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• Threshold-based discretization: The discretization is performed on the
selected interface species. Discretization is performed in the following
two stages:
(i)the initial state of interface species are set ON/OFF in the beginning
of knock-out mutant simulation. For an interface species species S, the
initial state Sinit is set as follows:
Sinit =
{
p% of maxb(S), if S is set to ON
0 if S is set to OFF.
where maxb(S) is the maximum value of S in the basic simulation run
and p is parameter that modeler chooses to calculate the initial value.
(ii) the interface species are labeled to active/inactive in the results
collected for the knock-out simulation.
S =
{
1, if max(S) ≥ maxb(S)
0, otherwise.
where max(S) is the maximum value of S in the knock-out model
simulation.
• Knock-out mutant simulation: For the selected n interface species,
there are 2n knock-out mutant models generated by setting the in-
terface species to ON/OFF in all the possible combinations. Each
knock-out mutant model is simulated and results are collected.
• The logicome outcome: The outcomes generated with all the knock-
out mutant simulations are collected and the corresponding logicome is
derived. In the logicome approach, the level of abstraction depends on
the selected number of the interface species. The logicome outcome un-
veils the activation mechanisms between the selected interface species.
The outcome depends on parameters such as the choice of threshold
parameters and the initial values of the species in the ODE model.
In the model-based logicome approach, the signaling pathway model writ-
ten in SBML (Systems Biology Mark-up Language) is used. The model is
divided into highly connected modules consisting of tightly interconnected
nodes/elements. In the model-based logicome approach, the complex details
of the model are hidden with the threshold-based discretization. The logical
functions are inferred from the simplied model.
The logical functions in the model-based logicome are derived from the
complete truth table with n inputs and n outputs where n is the selected
number of interface species. The n inputs represent all the knock-in/outs
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for all the interface species, and outputs represent their resulting activation
states after the simulation.
The EGFR signaling pathway has an intrinsic capacity to maintain cer-
tain crucial mechanisms when faced with the perturbation [8]. The pathway
contains multiple components with similar functions and eects. These mul-
tiple components are also called redundant components. These functional
redundancies in the pathway are associated with signal sustainability and
provide compensatory activity in the case of component failure. The pres-
ence of redundancies ensures the biological robustness (ability to preserve
outcome) of the pathway [106, 8]. As we reported in [82], the logicome
outcome identies several control mechanisms including redundancies and
self-regulation emerging out of the complex interplay between the interface
species of the model.
In [82], we also derived the logicome outcome when it is not straight-
forward to set certain ON/OFF combination into the numerical model. In
such a situation, the outcome is derived from the discretized data with the
assumption that several knock-out mutants are not available.
The model-based logicome approach has been robust to incomplete data
for our case study. In other words, the logicome approach was able to produce
an almost similar outcome even when some portion of the data was missing.
The model-based logicome approach allows modeler to focus on the se-
lected key elements and to choose a appropreate threshold depending upon
the network under study to descritise the selected key elements. The -
nal outcome generated with the model-based logicome approach captures an
abstract snap-shot of the detailed network. The outcome provides the ac-
tivation dependancies within the selected key elements for the given initial
activation status.
2.3.2 Data-based logicome
The data-based logicome approach demonstrates the signature inference from
the microarray datasets. We used microarray datasets of head and neck/oral
squamous cell carcinoma (HNOSCC) as a case study. The extracted signa-
tures are Boolean formulations and represent a simple characterization of
various cancer and normal samples.
The logicome outcome derived in this approach is a Boolean signature
built with the selected set of genes, which classify the sample into one of
several known groups. The methodology is summarized in Figure 2.4.
The main steps involved in the data-based logicome methodology are:
(i) data collection (ii) data preprocessing (iii) multinomial logistic approach
to nd the representative subsets (iv) extracting Boolean signature. In the
following we discuss the main steps in details.
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• Data collection: The microarray datasets of HNOSCC were retrieved
from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), the public repository for a
wide range of high-throughput experimental data. The data in GEO
data series are arranged in tab-delimited tables and describe related
samples from a study, the overall study aim and design. Each data
series is assigned with unique accession numbers with the prex GSE.
In GEO data series, the samples are organized into meaningful datasets
and arranged by a common attribute. The datasets are represented in
a row-column array format, with GEO samples listed in columns and
probes listed in rows.
• Data preprocessing: The obtained datasets are normalized with Robust
Multi-Array Average (RMA) method [55] and consists of more than
50,000 probe sets for dierent genes. The measurements expressed by
the probe sets often make the dataset large and complicated, which
require enormous eorts to analyze and obtain valid results. For these
reasons, it is required to process the dataset before the actual analysis
to nd Boolean signature. In our approach, the steps involved in pre-
processing are: (i)deriving gene expression matrices (ii)selecting a set
of signicant genes (iii)re-scaling gene expression datasets to the same
level (iv) removing similar samples between dierent groups. In the
following we describe each step in details:
 Deriving gene expression matrices: The expression values of probe
sets are summarized into gene expression by combining multiple
measurements of probe sets on the same gene. In our datasets,
to transform probe expressions into gene expressions we used the
median, calculated from the expression values of the probe sets
mapped to the same gene. After all the probes mapped to the
respective genes, we obtained a gene expression matrix of approx-
imately 25,000 rows represented by gene symbols, and columns by
the samples distributed into control and cancer groups.
 Selecting a set of signicant genes: In order to nd the signi-
cant genes from the datasets, we performed dierential expression
analysis [30]. The dierential gene expression analysis was per-
formed with the web-based tool GEO2R [14]. The dierential
expression analysis investigated the genes within the microarrays
whose expression levels change between two sample groups. This
analysis identied which genes are increased in expression (up-
regulated) or decreased in expression (down-regulated) between
the control and cancer groups.
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As a result of dierential expression analysis in GEO2R with the
method of Benjamini-Hochberg (False discovery rate) [88], we ob-
tained a list of genes ordered by their p-values.
The purpose of dierential expression analysis is to nd those
genes which show dierence in expression between groups, thereby
signifying their involvement in some sample group (cancer or con-
trol) of interest. To identify the dierentially expressed genes, two
hypotheses are tested: null hypothesis H0 and the alternate hy-
pothesis H1.
∗ H0 = for a gene g, no real dierence exists between the
expression values in the control and cancer groups
∗ H1 = for a gene g, a dierence exists between the expression
values in the control and cancer groups
If we reject H0, then gene g has dierent expressions under the
two groups, and so is dierentially expressed. The p-value mea-
sures probability of observing expression values for a gene g, un-
der the null hypothesis. A small p-value indicates that there is a
small chance of obtaining expression values of a gene g with no
real dierence. In our case-study, by small we mean 0.05.
From the list of genes ordered by their p-values, we selected the
genes with a p-value ≤ 0.05. We performed this for all the
data series and extracted the common genes signicant in all the
datasets.
 Re-scaling gene expression datasets to the same level: The GEO
data series are rst submitted to the GEO platforms by various
scientic communities and are generated through a diverse range
of technologies. The data series derived from a dierent GEO
platform may not be in uniform standards and may involve dis-
parities in scale. Before combining the datasets extracted from
dierent data series, it is necessary to rescale individually in order
to improve the numerical stability and reliability of the results.
The Boolean signatures are derived for the datasets rescaled with
the following approach: for each dataset D, for each sample S
from D and for every gene G, we re-scaled its expression value
xG,S associated to S to zG,S as follows:
zG,S =
xG,S −mG,D
RG,D
(2.1)
where mG,D is the mean value of expressions of gene G for all
the samples from dataset D, and RG,D is the range or interquar-
tile range of expressions of gene G among all the samples of D.
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For the full range we have RG,D = MAXG,D −MING,D, where
MAXG,D (MING,D) is the highest (the lowest, respectively) ex-
pression level for a gene G among all the samples from dataset
D. For the interquartile range we have RG,D = Q3 − Q1, where
Q3 is the third quartile and Q1 is the rst quartile.
 Removing similar samples between dierent groups: The rescaled
data are combined into one dataset and used for further processing
and analysis. The combined dataset contains expression values
of signicant genes for the samples divided into dierent groups
derived from 9 dierent dataseries. The combined dataset has four
dierent groups: Oral tongue squamous cell carcinoma (OTSCC),
Oral squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity and oropharynx
(OSCC), Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), and
Normal/control samples.
The groups are checked for similarities using the measure of Eu-
clidean distance between the group pairs. The identical samples
are removed.
• Multinomial logistic approach to nd the representative subsets :
After the similarity check, the dataset is subjected to a machine learn-
ing method that derives the subsets of signicant genes to construct
Boolean signatures. From the set of signicant genes, all the possible
subsets of size three or larger are generated. For each subset, the ex-
pression data are partitioned into training and validation in the ratio of
60:40. We choose the multinomial logistic regression method to train
the model on the training data and collect accuracies of the model
using the validation data. The subsets giving maximum accuracy in
the individual size group are collected. From the collected subsets, the
subset with minimal size having accuracy ≥ 70% is picked to derive the
Boolean signature. This step of the method is executed multiple times
and minimal subsets are collected for deriving the Boolean signature.
• Extracting Boolean signature: The gene expression data extracted for
the minimal size subset collected in the previous step were subjected to
discretization by some measure. The discretization reduces the large
domain of numerical values to a nominal scale and provides concise
data representation. As a threshold for discretization, we used the
value of median calculated from the expression values of a gene across
the samples. For a gene, the expression value below the median is
replaced with 0(down-regulated) and 1 (up-regulated) otherwise.
The Boolean signature is deduced from the discretized gene expres-
sion matrix. In the discretized gene expression matrix, the frequencies
of Boolean vectors representing the samples, are calculated within a
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group. In each group, the Boolean vector with the maximum fre-
quency Pmax and the Boolean vectors with the frequencies belonging
in the interval [max(0.25, 0.75∗Pmax), Pmax] are the representatives
for that group. The disjunctive normal form constructed from the se-
lected representative Boolean vectors forms the Boolean signature for
the group.
The logicome outcome derived as a set of Boolean signatures represents
the most occurring patterns in the respective groups of samples. The Boolean
signatures are combinatorial patterns built from the selected gene and the
signatures not only classify the samples in the respective group but also
explain further the properties of each group. As we reported in [83], the
logicome outcomes agree well with the literature ndings. Apart from veried
Boolean signatures, we recognized some combinatorial patterns which are yet
to be biologically validated.
The amount of data regularly deposited into the public repositories is
increasing, hence it becomes more dicult to analyze the data and extract
specic information. The data-based logicome approach aims to provide a
methodology where the size of the data is reduced by subseting the data of
signicant genes and complexity is reduced through the discretization of the
extracted data. The proposed method aims to provide the general research
community with a better understanding of the nature of the data and derive
meaningful simplied explanation out of the large domain of data in terms
of Boolean signatures.
In [83], it is shown that the Boolean signatures predict the combination
of the upregulated/downregulated genes required to accurately classify the
sample in the specic group. The obtained results are in good agreement
with the literature ndings.
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Figure 2.4: The data-based logicome approach. The detailed outline of the
methodology is depicted in the gure presented in [83].
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Chapter 3
Reaction Systems
Gaining a precise understanding of the individual mechanisms that drive
processes inside living cells is an active eld of research and has inspired re-
searchers to explore more towards solving computationally dicult problems.
For example, see [19, 98, 111, 57]. In [58], authors discussed a number of
research elds, such as cellular automata, membrane computing, neural com-
putation, evolutionary computation, and swarm intelligence that attempt to
investigate the natural phenomena in terms of information processing and
connect the phenomena with the computing paradigms. In 2004, A. Ehren-
feucht and G. Rozenberg [35] introduced a formal framework of Reaction
Systems (RS) with the purpose of investigating the interactions between the
biochemical reactions inside the living cell. In this chapter, we discuss the
reaction systems framework, its applicability to formalize dierent dynami-
cal systems and our reaction systems models demonstrating the dynamics of
the corresponding quantitative models.
3.1 Reaction Systems framework
Reaction system is a qualitative modelling framework where reactions are
formalized using simple set-theory notions. The basic notions and properties
of the reaction systems framework were rst introduced in [35, 37]. Many
studies in the domain of reaction systems have investigated properties of RS
framework to formalize computer science and biology oriented problems, see
for example [22, 28, 48, 64, 91, 90, 13, 84].
The functioning of reaction systems is based on the mechanisms of facil-
itation and inhibition: a reaction is enabled only if all its reactants needed
to facilitate the reaction are present and all the inhibitors of the reaction
are absent from the environment. Based on this mechanism a reaction is
formalized as a triplet: a = (Ra, Ia, Pa), where the sets Ra, Ia, Pa stand for
nite non-empty sets of reactants, inhibitors, products of a, respectively with
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Ra ∩ Ia = ∅. The set Ra ∪ Ia contains the entities that directly inuence a
either as reactants or as inhibitors.
A reaction system is dened as an ordered pair A = (S,A), where A is a
nite set of reactions and S is a nite background set of entities inuencing
reactions of A. If Ra, Ia, Pa ⊆ S, then a is a reaction in S, and rac(S) is
the set of all reactions with Ra, Ia, Pa ⊆ S and A ⊆ rac(S).
The formal model of reaction systems was rst introduced in [37], which
works based on two fundamental assumptions: (i) the threshold principle,
and (ii) the no-permanency principle. The threshold principle assumes that
either a resource is available and in such case, it is available enough, or it is
absent. This means that, there is no counting involved in the interactions
taking place in the RS framework. The principle of no permanency assumes
that an object (molecule or entity) ceases to exit from the environment unless
it is produced or sustained by a reaction. Thus, there is an immediate decay
of a resource [34].
3.2 Applicability of reaction systems
In this section, we highlight key research topics emphasizing the special
properties and notions for extending the reaction systems framework to suc-
cessfully formalize and to execute dierent dynamic systems. The research
topic mentioned here is the motivation for us to present reaction systems as
a qualitative counterpart to the quantitative modeling.
The original motivation behind introducing the reaction systems frame-
work was to model interactions between biochemical reactions. The overall
interactions in a reaction systems model are driven by the context elements
provided by the external environment. The reaction systems create their
own well-dened structure of interactive processes which makes them dier-
ent from other abstract formalisms [22].
Since there is no counting in the reaction systems framework, it is a qual-
itative model. There have been considerable eorts made by the research
community to develop dierent notions of reaction systems, for making the
reaction systems framework able to address certain situations emerging from
dynamic systems. For example, in [38] the authors present reaction systems
with measurements involving time as a measurement function. Also, reac-
tion systems models dealing with more quantitative aspects of processes in
living cells are discussed in [16, 32, 33]. The work in [36] presents notions of
modules in order to obtain the evolutionary sequence of events typically seen
in biochemical developmental processes. The study of interactive processes
of reaction systems with duration is reported in [18] where, by introducing
duration, the immediate decay property of the reaction systems model is
relaxed. The research on static/structural and dynamic cause-eect rela-
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tionships in reaction systems is systematically conducted in [17].
Next, we present some of the eorts in building a connection between
computer science and biologically oriented phenomena, through reaction sys-
tems models. In [22], the authors explore the reaction systems modeling
framework to formalize regulation of gene expression in lac operon, a genetic
regulatory network involved in the metabolism of carbon sources in E.coli
bacterial cells and also, demonstrate an implementation of reaction systems
as an interactive version of the tower of Hanoi algorithm. The dynamics
produced from the reaction system model built for the regulation of gene
expression in lac operon is in correspondence with the response of cells to
changing natural environmental conditions. The interactive process gener-
ated to solve the puzzle of tower of Hanoi solves the puzzle by producing
correct sequences of states and movements. Also, in [22] and [37] the au-
thors demonstrate the translation between Boolean functions and reaction
systems model.
The work reported in [10] presents the reaction systems model built for
heat shock response and shows the correlation between qualitative behavior
emerging from the reaction systems model and the quantitative behavior
emerging from the corresponding ODE model. The detailed study on mass
conservation revealed from the internal structure of the reaction systems
is presented in [9], which also introduces an automating tool for executing
reaction systems models.
The biological phenomenon can be studied faithfully when the complexity
and the less relevant information of the phenomenon is reduced according
to the need. That is achieved with the reaction systems framework with its
capability of supplying and absorbing the objects at certain xed steps.
3.3 From quantitative models to Reaction Systems
models
In this section, we describe how we construct the reaction systems mod-
els that exhibit the complex dynamics closely resembling the dynamics of
the corresponding quantitative models. We demonstrate dynamics of self-
assembly of intermediate laments and period doubling cascade with the
interaction processes emerging from reaction systems models.
3.3.1 Reaction systems model for self-assembly of interme-
diate laments
We translated the molecular model of self-assembly of intermediate laments
presented in [24] into a Reaction Systems-based (RS-based) model. In Table
3.1, we list the reactions of the molecular model of self-assembly of inter-
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Table 3.1: The direct translation of the biochemical reactions of the ba-
sic model adopted from [24], to a reaction system A = (S,A) where
S = {T,O,H,U,F, dI}.
Reaction in the Reaction in the
chemical network reaction system
2T→ O ({T}, {dI}, {O}) (3.1)
2O→ H ({O}, {dI}, {H}) (3.2)
2H→ U ({H}, {dI}, {U}) (3.3)
2U→ F ({U}, {dI}, {F}) (3.4)
F+T→ F ({F,T}, {dI}, {F}) (3.5)
F+U→ F ({F,U}, {dI}, {F}) (3.6)
2F→ F ({F}, {dI}, {F}) (3.7)
Table 3.2: An interactive process for the basic RS model in Table 3.1. The
interactive process enters a loop after the third state from which every state
contains all species of the system.
State Ci Di Wi
0 {T} ∅ {T}
1 {T} {O} {T,O}
2 {T} {O,H} {T,O,H}
3 {T} {O,H,U} {T,O,H,U}
4 {T} {O,H,U,F} {T,O,H,U,F}
5 {T} {O,H,U,F} {T,O,H,U,F}
mediate laments and the corresponding reactions in the RS-based model.
The model in its basic form, its rened version and the rened model in
dierent variants can be found in [11]. The intermediate laments are one
of the three types of protein laments that together with the attached pro-
teins sustain the mechanical strength of the cell, control the shape of the cell
and drive/guide the cellular movement [65]. In the initial stage, the vimen-
tine proteins associate laterally to form dimers and then subsequently form
tetramers denoted by (T ). The rapid lateral association of tetramers yield
short laments called unit length laments denoted by (U). The longitudinal
association of unit length laments forms an elongated lament denoted by
(F) and in the next level, the elongated lament (F) elongates with other
laments and itself. The model illustrated in Table 3.1 focuses on the two
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phases of the assembly: (i) formation of unit length laments represented
through the reactions (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (ii) longitudinal annealing of
unit length laments and elongated and further grown laments represented
through the reactions (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), (3.7).
The interactive process presented in Table 3.2 portrays the dynamics
of the self-assembly of intermediate laments represented by the molecular
model in Table 3.1. The molecular model shows that the tetramers are
always present from the beginning and in the reaction systems model the
presence of tetramers in the environment is maintained through the context.
3.3.2 Reaction systems model producing complex dynamics
In [12], we aimed to demonstrate the reaction systems framework as a natu-
ral correspondence to sophisticated quantitative modeling concepts such as
multi-stability, limit cycles and bifurcation. The reaction systems model ex-
hibiting bi-stability, limit cycles, and period doubling cascade are presented
in [12]. The RS models for multi-stability or limit cycles are explicitly con-
structed as correspondents of quantitative reaction-based models. The model
representing period doubling cascade is built on the foundation of the binary
counter RS model introduced by [37].
Table 3.3: Reaction systems model for period doubling bifurcation
Set of reactions Set of reactions with n=3
a10 = ({e1}, {e0, t}, e1)
aij = ({ei}, {ej , t, 1, . . . , i− 1}, {ei})
for all i, j such that 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n
a10 = ({e1}, {e0, t}, e1) (3.8)
a21 = ({e2}, {e1, t, 1}, e2) (3.9)
a31 = ({e3}, {e1, t, 1, 2}, e3)(3.10)
a32 = ({e3}, {e2, t, 1, 2}, e3)(3.11)
b1 = ({e0}, {e1, t}, {e1})
bi = ({e0, . . . , ei−1}, {ei, 1, . . . , i− 1, t}, {ei})
for all i such that 2 ≤ i ≤ n
b1 = ({e0}, {e1, t}, e1) (3.12)
b2 = ({e0, e1}, {e2, 1, t}, e2) (3.13)
b3 = ({e0, e1, e2}, {e3, 1, 2, t}, e3) (3.14)
r1 = ({e0}, {t}, {e0})
r2 = ({e0, t}, {e1, . . . , en}, {e0})
r1 = ({e0}, {t}, e0) (3.15)
r2 = ({e0, t}, {e1, e2, e3}, e0) (3.16)
l = ({t}, {e0}, e0)
l = ({t}, {e0}, e0) (3.17)
qi = ({e0, . . . , ei, i}, {t}, {t})
for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n
q1 = ({e0, e1, 1}, {t}, t) (3.18)
q2 = ({e0, e1, e2, 2}, {t}, t) (3.19)
q3 = ({e0, e1, e2, e3, 3}, {t}, t) (3.20)
si = ({i}, {t}, {i})
for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n
s1 = ({1}, {t}, 1) (3.21)
s2 = ({2}, {t}, 2) (3.22)
s3 = ({3}, {t}, 3) (3.23)
As an illustration, we present a period doubling cascade visualized with
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Table 3.4: The interaction Process of the reaction systems model for Period
Doubling (n = 3)
State C D W Applicable reac-
tions from Table
3.3
0 e0, 1 ∅ e0, 1 3.15, 3.12, 3.21
1 ∅ e0, e1, 1 e0, e1, 1 3.18
2 ∅ t t 3.17
3 2 e0 e0, 2 3.12, 3.15, 3.22
4 ∅ e0, e1, 2 e0, e1, 2 3.13, 3.15, 3.22
5 ∅ e0, e2, 2 e0, e2, 2 3.9, 3.12, 3.15,
3.22
6 ∅ e0, e1, e2, 2 e0, e1, e2, 2 3.19
7 ∅ t t 3.17
8 3 e0 e0, 3 3.12, 3.15, 3.23
9 ∅ e0, e1, 3 e0, e1, 3 3.15, 3.13, 3.23
10 ∅ e0, e2, 3 e0, e2, 3 3.9, 3.12, 3.15,
3.23
11 ∅ e0, e1, e2, 3 e0, e1, e2, 3 3.14, 3.15, 3.23
12 ∅ e0, e3, 3 e0, e3, 3 3.10, 3.12, 3.15,
3.23
13 ∅ e0, e1, e3, 3 e0, e1, e3, 3 3.11, 3.13, 3.15,
3.23
14 ∅ e0, e2, e3, 3 e0, e2, e3, 3 3.9, 3.10, 3.12,
3.15, 3.23,
15 ∅ e0, e1, e2, e3, 3 e0, e1, e2, e3, 3 3.20
16 ∅ t t 3.17
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
a reaction system framework. In period doubling bifurcations, the system
becomes unstable as the parameter value increases. The instability is indi-
cated by the regular periodic orbits with all the periods k, 2k, 4k, 8k, . . . so
that it contains precisely one orbit of period k. For a graphical illustration
we refer the gures depicting period doubling cascade presented in [12].
Table 3.3 presents the reaction systems model demonstrating the period
doubling behavior and the corresponding set of reactions for the periods
n ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The interactive process for switching subsequently from period
1 to period 2 and from period 2 to period 3 is presented in Table 3.4. In
order to switch from one period to another, the new period is introduced by
the context which is denoted by n. In the RS model for period doubling,
ei represents 1 on the position 2i where 0 ≤ i ≤ n and {e0, n} indicate the
initial state of the model. For the initial state {e0, n}, the model enters into
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an orbit of length 2n and the model introduces t (denotes termination of the
current period) when the count has reached 2n − 1.
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Chapter 4
Summaries of the Included
Articles
4.1 Paper 1: Generating the Logicome of a Biolog-
ical Network
• Charmi Panchal, Sepinoud Azimi, and Ion Petre. Generating the
Logicome of a Biological Network. In: María Botón-Fernández, Car-
los Martín-Vide, Sergio Santander-Jiménez, Miguel A. Vega-Rodríguez
(eds). Algorithms for Computational Biology. Lecture Notes in Com-
puter Science, volume 9702. Springer International Publishing, 2016.
Article [82] presents a methodology that infers activation dependencies be-
tween the selected key nodes from a biological network. These dependencies
are derived as logical formulations obtained as Boolean network. For this
study we begin with the modularized ODE-based model of the EGFR (Epi-
dermal Growth Factor Receptor) pathway [79, 78] and a set of key nodes
that play a signicant role in the pathway.
The model is simulated for all the possible knock-out mutants gener-
ated by making the key nodes active/inactive in all possible combinations.
The knock-out simulations are performed in COPASI [51] and the results of
each simulation are incorporated with threshold criteria. Depending upon
the choice of the threshold, the discretization step translates data into 1
(active) and 0 (inactive). We derived Boolean networks inferring the rela-
tionships between the selected nodes and analyzed them for dierent choices
of threshold. Also, we derived results for the case when several knock-out
mutants are not available. The collected logicome outcomes are compared
and conclusions are derived from the overall analysis.
Final conclusions derived from the results suggest that the logicome ap-
proach allows the modeler to focus on the selected key nodes while abstract-
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ing away from the rest of the network and obtain a high-level understanding
of the functionalities within the network even in the case of unavailability
of some portion of the data. The method's outcome depends on both the
numerical setup of the basic model and the choice of the threshold value.
The method is practical as long as the number of key nodes n is such that
it is possible to run 2n simulations.
4.2 Paper 2: Generating the Logicome from Mi-
croarray Data
• Charmi Panchal, and Vladimir Rogojin. Generating the Logicome from
Microarray Data. In Computational Intelligence in Bioinformatics and
Computational Biology (CIBCB), 2017 IEEE Conference on, pp. 1-8.
IEEE, 2017.
In [83], we follow the research intuition presented in 4.1. This article presents
a method for building a data-driven logicome: the method for building a set
of small Boolean expressions as classiers for disjoint groups within the mi-
croarray datasets. A method requires to choose a set of signicant genes
from the considered microarray datasets. We choose them using dierential
gene expression analysis performed in web interface GEO2R [14]. We pro-
ceed with the selected signicant genes and the respective subset of the gene
expression data from the large datasets. The data preprocessing is performed
with R package GEOquery [26]. The method employs a machine learning ap-
proach on pre-processed data and nds minimal subsets of signicant genes
that maintain the accuracy threshold for classication. The expression ma-
trix of minimal subsets of signicant genes is discretized and reduced to 1
(up-regulated) and 0 (down-regulated). In the matrix, a row is viewed as
a binary combination of genes and the frequency of occurrence of each bi-
nary combination in every group is calculated. We employ probability and
coverage threshold, and select the representative combinations. The nal
outcome of the method is Boolean signature (logical formula as disjunctive
normal form) constructed from the representative Boolean combinations.
We conclude that outcomes from the typical machine learning and statis-
tics approaches usually provide predictions and classications but lack the
information about the internal structure of the system under studies and rela-
tions between its components. Our method captures the most representative
patterns in the input datasets for each of the clusters/categories/groups and
generates small and simple Boolean classiers for them. These signatures
can be utilized to elaborate the properties of each category.
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4.3 Paper 3: Reaction Systems Models for the Self-
Assembly of Intermediate Filaments
• Sepinoud Azimi, Charmi Panchal, Eugen Czeizler, and Ion Petre. Re-
action systems models for the self-assembly of intermediate laments.
Annals of University of Bucharest,62:924, Editura Universit µii din
Bucure³ti, 2015.
Article [11] demonstrates the expressivity of the reaction systems as a mod-
elling framework that is able to capture dynamics of the self-assembly process
of intermediate laments. We built reaction systems models for self-assembly
of intermediate laments based on the molecular model presented in [24] and
[76]. We have presented both basic and rened models of intermediate la-
ments using formalism of reaction systems. We compared the dynamics of the
reaction systems model with the corresponding ODE-based model. Besides
basic and rened models, we present dierent versions of the RS-based model
to control the length of the laments produced within the system. We con-
clude that the reaction systems framework is a good qualitative counterpart
to quantitative modeling frameworks such as ODE. The Reaction systems
framework is a simple set theory-based framework and with this we could
produce similar behavior as that is produced with the ODE framework.
4.4 Paper 4: Multi-Stability, Limit Cycles, and
Period-Doubling Bifurcation with Reaction
Systems
• Sepinoud Azimi, Charmi Panchal, Andrzej Mizera and Ion Petre.
Multi-Stability, Limit Cycles, and Period-Doubling Bifurcation with
Reaction Systems. To appear in International Journal of Foundations
of Computer Science, 2018.
Article [12] introduces notions of Reaction Systems (RS) reproducing dy-
namical behaviors such as multi-stability, limit cycles and period-doubling
bifurcations. The systems with multi-stability have multiple distinct steady
states, whereas a system with limit cycle behavior exhibits sustained oscil-
lations or a closed curve converging to a steady state. The period doubling
cascade is a series of period doubling bifurcations in which a small change
in the parameter value causes the system to switch to a new behavior with
a doubling of period. In quantitative models, the dynamics is controlled
through the numerical parameters, whereas in the reaction systems models
such dynamics are represented through the choice of the context sequence.
The reaction systems model expressing multi-stability is built as a cor-
respondent of an ODE-based model of a minimal bi-stable system operating
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in two distinct stable steady states. The RS model representing bi-stability
takes a system from one state to another state with a low or a high signal
provided through context. The reaction systems model reproducing limit
cycle behavior is built through a small modication in the RS model of bi-
stability. The RS model of limit cycles corresponds well to the phenomenon
of limit cycles where the model may either have a steady state or it may
eventually cycle between states. The reaction systems model for a period
doubling cascade is built through the modication of the RS model perform-
ing a binary counter. The RS model of period doubling bifurcation facilitates
the system to transit from one period to the other one where the period i is
labeled with a binary number between 0 and 2i − 1.
We conclude that reaction systems are a natural correspondence to sev-
eral quantitative modeling concepts and they provide transparent causality
between events and an explicit formulation of the mechanisms responsible for
triggering events. We reason about the clear advantage of reaction systems
as a modeling framework alongside traditional modeling frameworks.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future work
The research presented in this doctoral thesis comprises developing and uti-
lizing dierent methodologies originating from computer science. The central
objective of these methodologies is to produce discrete logic-based and for-
mal models that reproduce the known high-level knowledge and the complex
dynamics, lying within the biologically motivated models. We studied sev-
eral biological phenomena to describe them using qualitative modeling and
study the complex relationships lying within the phenomena. In particular,
the presented research has been divided into two parts.
In the rst part, we developed logicome methodologies to infer qualitative
models from a given biological phenomenon. The logicome methodologies al-
low modeler to derive static snapshot of the detailed phenomena using the
selected set of key elements. This static snapshot is obtained in the form of
logical formula that provides high-level understanding of the functionality or
characteristics of the phenomena. The inferred qualitative models leverage
the construction of predictive tools in cases of incomplete information in the
case study. The logicome methods aim to reproduce the high-level knowl-
edge of the biological phenomenon without portraying complex details of the
phenomenon. In a logicome, the model is reduced to its simplied version
with model abstraction. The model abstraction is determined by the number
of key/signicant components selected by the modeler. The method focuses
on the selected components and the outcome produced as logical formulas.
The outcomes produced with logicome approaches are small and easily inter-
pretable predictive models with the binarized selected components as input.
The obtained logic models are a good qualitative approximation of charac-
teristics observed in the biological phenomena. The outcomes are not only
straightforward and easy to understand, but also in good agreement with
the literature based knowledge.
As case studies for the logicome approach, we have chosen two biologi-
cal phenomena: (1) the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling
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pathway (2) microarray gene expression data of head and neck/oral squa-
mous cell carcinoma (HNOSCC). In their simplest form, the logicome meth-
ods allow the modeler to select the components from the case study under
consideration and permit the selected components to be in one of the dis-
crete states: 1 (symbolizes ON or active or up-regulated) or 0 (symbolizes
OFF or inactive or down-regulated). For instance, for the EGFR signaling
pathway, we use interface species as the selected key elements and assign the
element to active or inactive, and for HNOSCC microarrray data, we use
dierential expression analysis to select signicant genes and translate their
expression values to up-regulated or down-regulated.
In [82], we introduced the logicome methodology (model-based logicome)
for the numerical model of EGFR signaling pathway. The main steps in-
volved in the methodology are: selection of key elements, discretization,
knock-out mutant simulations and logicome outcome. The logicome outcome
produces high-level understanding of the pathway functionality and comple-
ments the numerical model. The outcome is formulated as a boolean network
model which solely focuses on the selected key elements and describes acti-
vation conditions between the elements. Furthermore, the boolean network
model allows global analysis of the model dynamics and compensates for the
lack of model data. The eciency of model-based logicome approach depends
on numerical set-up of the model, choice of the key elements and choice of
the threshold. Among many possible steps for an advancement of the current
model based logicome approach, a step towards going from boolean logic to
many valued logic would enhance the exibility of the methodology. More-
over, involving dierent discretization techniques could possibility further
improve the eciency of the method.
In [83], we introduced the logicome methodology (data-based logicome)
for the HNOSCC microarray data. The main steps involved in the methodol-
ogy are: selecting the signicant genes, data preprocessing (reducing probe
expression to gene expressions), nding the minimal subset of signicant
genes (applying multinomial logistic regression), discretization, and deriving
the logicome outcome. In this case, the logicome outcome is a set of logical
rules which determine categorization of the samples into control or various
types of cancer groups. The set of logical rules represent most occurring pat-
terns in the respective sample groups. This logical rules can further aid in
development of accurate detailed models. In the present data-based logicome
approach, it is remained to measure the performance of the method when dif-
ferent classication methods are used. Moreover the potential of the method
would further improve with the implementation on more publicly available
gold standard cancer-related microarray datases.
The outcomes produced with model-based and data-based logicome ap-
proaches provide more abstract, systematic and objective description of the
case-studies. The logicome serves as global blueprint for the detailed case-
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studies built from dierent units. The logicome methodologies aim at pro-
viding realistic snap-shot of the phenomena using the main players within
the phenomena. This snap-shot is not only useful in overcoming the dicul-
ties caused by massive amount of details but also helps in accurate analysis
and prediction of the system's behavior. The main appeal of logicome ap-
proaches over other logic based approaches is its relative ability to derive a
high-level comprehensible logic based models and produce a description that
help understanding system in a simple term.
In the second part, we used the qualitative modeling framework of reac-
tion systems that successfully investigates dynamic behavior of the biologi-
cally inspired case studies.
The reaction systems were rst introduced in [37] as a formal model with
the objective to formalize the interactions between biochemical reactions.
The interactions are inuenced by two main mechanisms: facilitation and
inhibition. The main potentials of the reaction systems framework are its
expressive power and exibility, to give qualitative aspects to most multidis-
ciplinary quantitative problems that range from computer science to biology.
we demonstrated that the sophisticated behavior such as period doubling,
multi-stability, and limit cycles can be obtained through small models based
only on the elementary tools we have in reaction systems. This is in contrast
with the usual way such behavior is demonstrated, through numerical setup
and ODE-based models, and it demonstrates that the fundamental source
for such behavior is the structure of the interactions in the model, rather
than its numerical setup.
In [11], we presented reaction systems models for self-assembly of inter-
mediate laments. We start with the ODE-based models and analyze the
dynamics of the self-assembly process under several modications. In the
reaction systems framework, we built models that are equally versatile and
produce the same behavior as that of ODE models. In [12], we presented
notions as well as models exhibiting system level behavior such as multi-
stability, limit cycles and period doubling bifurcation.
The clear advantage of modeling with reaction systems is the causalities
between the reactions are directly visible, meaning, it is easy to understand
how entities participating in the reactions inuence each other and it is
possible to gain detailed insights into the structure of the system under
study.
A major challenge in examining biological case studies is to shift from
descriptive narratives towards comprehensible explanations of general mech-
anisms and processes. In the eorts to address this challenge, we propose
the above-mentioned research directions that capture, investigate and give
a clear view of the underlying mechanisms by abstracting away the compli-
cated details of the phenomenon. As a part of future research directions, we
suggest to develop more powerful logic-based methods which permit compo-
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nents to be in more than two discrete states. With such a model, it would be
feasible to investigate intermediate states of the input/output components
and capture several aspects of their intermediate connections. This can aid
in constructing more powerful and reliable models with ad-hoc knowledge
of the phenomenon. It would be interesting to expand our research on the
multi-scale biological phenomena which can be explained precisely by observ-
ing and integrating responses at dierent resolutions. The modeling eorts
that aim at exploring such multi-scale systems incorporate dierent mod-
eling techniques including logic-based formalisms. There are many eorts
presenting the feasibility of reaction systems as a modeling framework for
multidisciplinary applications. The possible research directions in the eld
of reaction systems is to investigate fundamental structural properties of
even larger and diverse case studies. Moreover, several potential challenges
can be addressed by utilizing the expressive power of reaction systems with
formalizing notions that facilitate building reaction systems models for any
given case study.
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Abstract. There has been much progress in recent years towards build-
ing larger and larger computational models for biochemical networks,
driven by advances both in high throughput data techniques, and in
computational modeling and simulation. Such models are often given as
unstructured lists of species and interactions between them, making it
very diﬃcult to understand the logicome of the network, i.e. the logi-
cal connections describing the activation of its key nodes. The problem
we are addressing here is to predict whether these key nodes will get
activated at any point during a ﬁxed time interval (even transiently),
depending on their initial activation status. We solve the problem in
terms of a Boolean network over the key nodes, that we call the logi-
come of the biochemical network. The main advantage of the logicome
is that it allows the modeler to focus on a well-chosen small set of key
nodes, while abstracting away from the rest of the model, seen as bio-
chemical implementation details of the model. We validate our results by
showing that the interpretation of the obtained logicome is in line with
literature-based knowledge of the EGFR signalling pathway.
Keywords: Biomodeling · Boolean network · Logicome · EGFR path-
way · ODE models
1 Introduction
One of the central topics of interest in systems biology is to identify the function-
alities of a living cell and to understand how the huge number of interactions
within a cell facilitate such functionalities. The set of complex and involved
interactions lead to obtaining a large number of collected experimental data as
well as complex networks. These broad sources of information can prove to be
very useful in providing a realistic life picture of the phenomenon under study,
but can also make it diﬃcult to analyze the system and can cause inaccuracy in
predicting the system’s behavior. Identifying the main players within a network
and understanding how they activate each other can help to overcome these
diﬃculties.
There have been many studies on the logical modelling of biological net-
works; for example, [4–6,30] discuss the correspondence between Boolean net-
works and ODEs; for an introduction to Boolean networks and ODEs we refer
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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to [13,14] respectively. Fuzzy logic was used in [19] to yield the logical mod-
els corresponding to the biological networks. As a diﬀerent approach, [27] build
the Boolean logic models by training a literature-based prior knowledge network
against biochemical data. These studies mainly proposed approaches where the
full understanding of the biological aspects of the phenomenon under study
was crucial and the goal was to obtain a mathematical model reproducing that
understanding. Our study goes in the reverse direction: it starts from an existing
mathematical model and aims to obtain an abstract, high-level understanding of
the functionality of the biological network underlying the model. Our goal is to
obtain a logical description of the activation conditions between the key nodes
of the network; even in the case when one starts from a detailed biological model
going towards the mathematical model, our reverse engineering approach brings
a new higher-level understanding of the functionality of the biological model we
started from. The result of our approach is formulated as a Boolean network
whose nodes are the key species we focus on; we coin the term logicome to name
this network.
Extracting a Boolean network model from a given ODE-based model is a
well-studied topic with many diﬀerent solutions, see, e.g., [30] for a recent new
solution and a good overview of the topic. Typically, the Boolean network model
is seen as a companion of the ODE-based model, compensating for the lack of
detailed kinetic-level data for the model, or allowing for alternative global analy-
sis of model dynamics, such as attractor- or multi-stability- analysis, see [30].
A key step going from an ODE model to its corresponding Boolean network
model is the discretization scheme allowing to replace continuous variables with
their corresponding 0/1 variables. This is typically done by sampling the numer-
ical integration of the continuous variables at diﬀerent time points and by dis-
cretizing their values at those points. This leads to the dynamics of the Boolean
model being interpreted in terms of discrete time series reﬂecting the behavior of
the original ODE model. Our approach is coarser: we aim to capture the activa-
tion of the key nodes of the model over the whole time interval (to be thought of
as much larger than those involved in the discretization of ODE models). This
includes capturing the transient activation of a node over that interval, even
if at the extremities of the interval the node may be inactive. The result is a
Boolean network that accompanies the starting ODE model in terms of describ-
ing asynchronous cause-eﬀect relationships among its key nodes over a ﬁxed time
interval.
As a case study we focus on the EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor)
signaling pathway. Epidermal growth factors are key players in cell proliferation,
survival, migration and diﬀerentiation. EGFR signaling also has a major role in
EGFR-dependent signal transduction, see [29]. Therefore, understanding their
behavior is crucial in any cancer related studies, see [20]. For more information
on EGFR signaling pathways we refer to [2,29,32].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present our methodology to
infer the logicome of biochemical networks. In Sect. 3, we introduce the case study
we used in this paper. In Sect. 4 we present the results of applying the method
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to the case study and analyze the produced results and ﬁnally we conclude with
some discussions in Sect. 5. All the models and data ﬁles used in this paper can
be found at: http://combio.abo.ﬁ/research/logicome-models-2/.
2 Methodology
In this section we present our method to infer the logicome of an ODE-based
model. The steps are described in a generic way – their detailed implementation
is up to the modeler and it depends on the case study. In the next section we
discuss one particular way in which we used this method in the case of the EGFR
pathway.
Step 1 – Setup. We start with an ODE model for a biochemical network. We
assume also to have a set of “key nodes” whose inﬂuences over each others’
activation we aim to capture. The choice of the key nodes from among the
variables of the ODE model depends on the modeler and on the network
under study.
Step 2 – Discretization. To be able to describe the logicome of a network
in terms of Boolean network, we need to translate continuous simulation
data to a Boolean, “on/oﬀ”-based language. Therefore, as the second step we
incorporate a discretization algorithm into our method. Many discretization
methods exist, see for example [18,26]. In this study our discretization step is
based on a threshold-based approach in which we assign “1” to a species if at
any time during the simulation its value is above a given threshold, and “0”
otherwise. The precise choice of the threshold depends on the network under
study.
Step 3 – Simulation. We simulate all possible knock-out mutants; in other
words, all models where the key species are turned on/oﬀ in all possible
combinations. We then apply to each simulation result the discretization step
to obtain the Boolean results corresponding to each mutant. In this way we
produce a truth table describing the output of each simulation as a Boolean
function with the key nodes as its Boolean variables. Translating the input
Boolean values of the key nodes to absolute numerical values to be used in
the simulation can be done in several diﬀerent ways, depending on the case
study. For example, the 0 value for a Boolean key node may be translated
to value 0 for the corresponding variable(s) in the knock-out mutant, while
value 1 may be translated to the threshold value chosen for that variable in
Step 2. The other, non-key nodes get the same initial values as in the original
model.
Step 4 – Logicome generation. In this step we generate the logicome corre-
sponding to the given biochemical network from the produced truth table in
the previous step. Diﬀerent algorithms can be used to implement this step,
see for example [1,11,16,21]. In this paper we use the Logic Friday tool which
incorporates the Espresso algorithm proposed in [21].
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3 Case-Study: The EGFR Pathway
We focus in this paper on a signaling network that is strongly associated with the
development of cancer processes: the EGFR signaling pathway. In the following
subsections we provide a brief biological background and some computational
details of this model.
3.1 Biological Background
The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) pathway regulates several impor-
tant cellular processes including cell proliferation, survival, diﬀerentiation and
development, see [20]. Because of its association with the various types of can-
cer processes, this pathway is a widely investigated signal transduction system.
The EGFR pathway can be seen as a union of several smaller pathways, also
called modules, see [3,31]. The proteins situated at the intersection between
these modules are called interface species. The analysis presented in [10] identi-
ﬁes the locations of oncogenes and essential components of the EGFR signaling
cascade that deﬁne most of the interface regions. Our model is adopted from
[31] that uses the model originally presented in [28] and implements it in the
stochastic pi-calculus language together with the results identiﬁed by [10]. We
follow the approach of [31] and their modularization of the EGFR signaling path-
way in the following 7 modules: EGF, Grb2, Ras-Shc-Dependent /Independent,
Raf, MEK, and ERK. These modules communicate with each other through
the following 8 interface species: (EGF-EGFR*)2-GAP, (EGF-EGFR*)2-GAP-
Grb2-Sos, (EGF-EGFR*)2-GAP-Shc*-Grb2-Sos, Ras-GTP, Ras-GTP*, MEK-
PP, Raf* and ERK-PP. We adopt these interface species as the key nodes in our
approach.
We brieﬂy describe the functionality of the EGFR pathway focusing mainly
on the signal propagation within the interface species, as suggested in [10]; the
modules of the pathway are considered as black-boxes communicating to each
other through the interface species. The EGFR is situated on the extracel-
lular surface of the cell and signal transduction begins upon binding of lig-
and EGF (epidermal growth factor) to EGFR. The EGF-bounded receptor
induces dimerization and autophosphorylation of several members of intracel-
lular domains, which leads to the recruiting of several cytoplasmic enzymes and
adaptor proteins. This initiates to the activation of two principal pathways, one
Shc-dependent and another Shc-independent, that play a signiﬁcant role in the
activation of downstream signaling processes like hydrolyzation of Ras-GDP and
activation of Ras-GTP that follows by dissociation of Ras-GTP from the recep-
tor complex. Further dissociation of Ras-GTP makes it inactive and promotes
the intrinsic activity of Ras protein regulated by the GTPase activating protein
(GAP) that is involved in several crucial cellular processes see [10,24]. It is
assumed that the dissociated Ras-GTP molecule causes phosphorylation of the
Raf protein that in-turn double phosphorylates MEK (turning it to MEK-PP)
and ERK (turning it to ERK-PP) proteins. The ﬁnal result of the signaling
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cascade is the double phosphorylated ERK-PP that further regulates a number
of transcription factors and essential proteins for cell diﬀerentiation and growth.
A systematic analysis of control mechanisms (including positive/negative
feedback loops) underlying EGFR pathway are presented in [10,31]. We aim
to represent the functional relationships associated with the interface species
through a Boolean network – the logicome of the EGFR signaling pathway.
3.2 Mathematical Model, Simulation and Discretization
We associated a mass-action ODE-based model, see [8,14], to the reaction based
model of [10]. Each of the 103 variable molecular species of the model in [10]
gets a variable in our mathematical model. We wrote the reaction-based model
of the EGFR pathway in the COPASI software, see [9], and used its feature
to automatically generate the mass-action-based system of ordinary diﬀerential
equations associated to the model. We call the resulting model our basic model.
Following the approach of [31], we simulated in COPASI this model for an
EGF stimulus of 4981 molecules/pl which is enough to phosphorylate 50000
EGF-receptors. The simulation was run for 6000 s and the time series results of
each interface species were collected.
For our method we are interested in analyzing all knock-out mutants where
the interface species are active/inactive in all possible combinations. In the
knock-out mutants the initial values of the inactive interface species are set
to the value 0, while the active interface species are set to a speciﬁc threshold
value of 1% of that species’ maximum value in the simulation of the basic model
up to 6000 s. Since we considered 8 interface species, we have 256 = 28 knock-out
mutant simulations.
3.3 Generating the Logicome
Each knock-out mutant can be seen as a particular truth assignment over the
8 Boolean variables standing for the interface species. The results of the 256
knock-out simulations were discretized as follows.
Collecting the outputs of all knock-out mutants can be done in the form of
a Boolean function with 8 inputs and 8 outputs.
We used the LogicFriday software to generate the Boolean function associated
to the EGFR pathway based on the Boolean table collected above. We then
used the 5 types of Boolean gates illustrated in Fig. 1 to generate the logicome
associated to the EGFR signaling pathway.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 1. The Boolean gates for the logical outcome: (a) AND : AB, (b) OR : A + B,
(c) NOT : A, (d) NAND: AB, (e) NOR : A + B, where we denote the negation of A with
A, the disjunction of A and B with A + B, and the conjunction of A and B with AB.
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4 Results
The interface species are denoted in the logicome as the nodes of the Boolean
network in the way explained in Table 1. The Boolean functions generated as
the result of the steps described in Sect. 3 are shown in Table 2. We repeated the
same experiment where we set the initial values of the active key nodes to 10%
(rather than 1%) of their maximum value in the simulation of the basic model;
the corresponding Boolean formulation is presented in Table 3.
Table 1. The notation used for the interface species in the Boolean network.
Node Interface species
G0 (EGF-EGFR*)2-GAP
G1 Raf*
G2 MEK-PP
G3 Ras-GTP*
G4 ERK-PP
G5 (EGF-EGFR*)2-GAP-Shc*-Grb2-Sos
G6 Ras-GTP
G7 (EGF-EGFR*)2-GAP-Grb2-Sos
Table 2 shows G1 as getting activated in all knock-out models and thus,
being set to constant 1. This means that for all combinations of active/inactive
key nodes (even those where G1 is initialized as inactive), G1 gets eventually
activated in the time interval [0, 6000] sec. This can be interpreted as G1 being
insensitive to (relatively) small changes in the levels of the other key nodes;
indeed, all the key nodes are 0 in the basic model, leading to activation of G1;
setting the initial values of the key nodes to 1% of their maximum level in the
basic model does not change the situation. This result also suggests that in the
case of small perturbations in the initial values of key nodes, the activation of G1
is driven by other factors, outside the set of key nodes. The situation is diﬀerent
if we look into bigger changes in the initial values of the key nodes, e.g., setting
them to 10% of their maximum values in the basic model; as shown in Table 3,
G1 is in this case non-constant and inﬂuencing the behavior of G6. In Table 3, we
observe that the activation of G1 depends on the key nodes G3, G5 and G6 – this
is consistent with the results reported in [25].
Another interesting observation of the logicome in Table 2 is that all key
nodes get activated in the case of G3 starts inactive and G5 starts active. The
same observation is found in the results obtained for the threshold of 10%, see
Table 3, and even for 20% and 30% see Tables 4 and 5. This is consistent with
the observation of [7,10,23,31] about the role played by the shc*-dependent
component (denoted by G5) and the Ras subfamily protein (denoted by G3) in
the activation of several pathway components, including all of our key nodes.
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Table 2. The Boolean functions describing the logicome of the EGFR signaling path-
way for the threshold of 1%. An overline over a variable’s name denotes its negation,
the plus denotes disjunction, while the concatenation of two variables denotes their
conjunction.
Boolean functions
G0 := G3 + G5 + G0G4 + G4G7 + G0G6G7;
G1 := 1;
G2 := G2 + G3 + G5 + G6;
G3 := G0 + G2 + G3 + G4 + G5 + G6 + G7;
G4 := G2 + G3 + G4 + G6 + G0G5G7;
G5 := G0G5 + G3G5 + G3G6 + G5G6 + G5G7 + G0G3G7;
G6 := G3 + G5 + G0G6 + G6G7;
G7 := G3 + G5
Table 3. The Boolean functions describing the logicome of the EGFR signaling path-
way for the threshold of 10%.
Boolean functions
G0 := G5 + G0G3G4 + G3G4G6 + G0G3G7 + G3G4G7;
G1 := G3 + G5 + G6;
G2 := G2 + G3 + G5 + G6;
G3 := G0 + G2 + G3 + G5 + G6 + G7;
G4 := G2 + G3 + G4 + G6 + G0G5G7;
G5 := G0G5 + G3G5 + G3G6 + G5G6 + G5G7 + G0G3G7;
G6 := G5 + G0G3 + G1G3 + G0G6 + G3G6 + G3G7 + G6G7;
G7 := G3G5 + G3G6 + G3G7 + G0G5G6 + G0G5G7 + G5G6G7
It is also interesting to note that the EGFR signaling pathway has an internal
mechanism for compensating the potential failure of G5 by G7. Based on [7,10,
31], G0 mediates the activation of both G5 and G7; in case G5 fails while G3
remains inactive then G7 gets activated and this is enough to activate all key
nodes. This is seen in Table 3, if G0 = G3 = G5 = G7 = 1, then all key nodes
get activated.
4.1 Sensitivity to the Numerical Setup of the Model
To investigate the sensitivity of our method to changes in the numerical setups of
the underlying ODE model, we re-ran all simulations for diﬀerent values of EGF
and EGFR. We ﬁrst experimented with diﬀerent concentrations of EGF stimulus
keeping the same EGFR concentration of 50000 molecules and then with diﬀerent
concentrations of EGFR keeping the same EGF stimulus of 4981 molecules. We
observe that the obtained logicomes are almost identical to the previous result
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Table 4. The Boolean functions describing the logicome of the EGFR signaling path-
way for the threshold of 20%.
Boolean functions
G0 := G5 + G0G3G4 + G3G4G6 + G0G3G7 + G3G4G7;
G1 := G3 + G5 + G6;
G2 := G2 + G3 + G5 + G6;
G3 := G0 + G2 + G3 + G5 + G6 + G7;
G4 := G2 + G3 + G4 + G6 + G0G5G7;
G5 := G0G5 + G3G5 + G3G6 + G5G6 + G5G7 + G0G3G7;
G6 := G5 + G0G3 + G1G3 + G0G6 + G3G6 + G3G7 + G6G7;
G7 := G3G5 + G3G6 + G3G7 + G0G5G7 + G5G6G7
Table 5. The Boolean functions describing the logicome of the EGFR signaling path-
way for the threshold of 30%.
Boolean functions
G0 := G5 + G0G3G4 + G3G4G6 + G0G3G7 + G3G4G7;
G1 := G3 + G5 + G6;
G2 := G2 + G3 + G5 + G6;
G3 := G0 + G3 + G5 + G6 + G7 + G1G2 + G2G4;
G4 := G2 + G3 + G4 + G6 + G0G5G7;
G5 := G0G5 + G3G5 + G3G6 + G5G6 + G5G7 + G0G3G7;
G6 := G5 + G0G3 + G1G3 + G0G6 + G3G6 + G3G7 + G6G7;
G7 := G3G5 + G3G6 + G3G7 + G0G5G7 + G5G6G7
presented in Table 2. To investigate the sensitivity of our method to diﬀerent
threshold criteria, we repeated the experiments above with a threshold value of
30% of each interface species’ maximum value. By comparing results, we note
that the logicome results obtained with the threshold value of 10%, 20%, and
30% (see Tables 3, 4, and 5) are much more complex than the previous one.
4.2 Incomplete Availability of the Knock-Out Mutants
In the way we described our method in Sects. 2 and 3, we implicitly assume the
full availability of the simulation results of all knock-out mutant models. We
considered the case when the data on several knock-out mutants is in fact not
available and compared the results to the case when all data is available. We
considered the simulations results of only 186 knock-out mutants and assumed
that the data on the other 70 knock-out mutants is unavailable. We used the
threshold value of 1% and the numerical setups of EGF and EGFR as 4981 and
50000 molecules, respectively.
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Table 6. The Boolean functions associated with the logicome of the model where the
data of 70 knockout mutants are not available. The result is almost identical to that in
Table 2 where all data was available, showing that the method in this case was robust
to missing data.
Boolean functions
G0 := G3 + G5 + G0G4 + G4G7 + G0G6G7;
G1 := 1;
G2 := G2 + G3 + G5 + G6;
G3 := G2 + G3 + G4 + G5 + G6 + G7;
G4 := G2 + G3 + G4 + G6 + G0G5G7;
G5 := G0G5 + G3G5 + G3G6 + G5G6 + G5G7 + G0G3G7;
G6 := G3 + G5 + G0G6 + G6G7;
G7 := G3 + G5
The result obtained in this case is shown in the Table 6 and it is almost the
same as the result in Table 2 obtained by using the full data. This shows that in
this case the logicome extraction method was robust to the missing data; this
may of course be diﬀerent for other models and for other missing data.
5 Discussion
We propose in this article an addition to the rich ﬁeld of logic modeling of
biological networks, see, e.g., [4,15,19]. We start from a mathematical model
of the network, taking advantage of the growing availability of mathematical
models. The logicome approach proposed in this article allows the modeler to
focus on a selected set of key nodes, important for the network under study,
while abstracting away from the rest of the network; the output is a description
of their inﬂuence on each other (even transient) activation over a ﬁxed time
interval.
The bottom-up modeling approaches (e.g., large-scale modeling [17], auto-
matic knowledge extraction [22], data-driven network construction [12], etc.)
have been very popular due to their ability to provide a very detailed picture,
to explain the data, and to reproduce the behaviour of the phenomenon under
study. The logicome is a companion to such detailed models; it gives a more
abstract, systematic and objective description of the functionalities of the model.
This is especially relevant in the case of big models built from many diﬀerent
sub-models and for which a full global “blueprint” does not exist. The logicome
aims to be such a blueprint, deduced a-posteriori, based on an existing detailed
view of the model.
The output of the logicome approach depends on the numerical setup of
the method: both on the numerical setup of the basic mathematical model, and
on the choice of the threshold values in the discretization step. This is natural
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since the method is dependent on the numerical ODE-based simulations of the
basic model and of the knock-out mutants; this suggests choosing an already
well-ﬁtted and -validated model for the network under study. The choice of the
threshold value is in fact a decision on how a species of the model can be labeled
as ‘active’; we suggested using a percentage of the maximum value reached by
that species in the simulation of the basic model, but other choices may also be
appropriate depending on the case study.
The computational eﬃciency of the method is dependent on the number of
key nodes selected in the analysis: with more key nodes selected, exponentially
more knock-out mutant models should be analyzed. Eliminating some of the
knock-out mutants is possible, and the result of the method will be in this case
an only-partial description of the logical dependencies between the key nodes.
On the other hand, the method scales up very well in the size of the basic model:
as long as the ODE-based models may be simulated eﬃciently, the method will
be practical; this means that networks with thousands of nodes may be analyzed,
as long as the number of key nodes n is so that it remains practical to run 2n
simulations.
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Abstract—The advances in complex statistics and machine
learning methods lead to the development of powerful classi-
fiers that can be used to recognize cellular states (such as gene
expression profiles) that are associated to a number of gene-
scale expressed diseases, for instance, cancer. However, the
data-driven models built by means of learning from datasets
in a number of cases represent “black boxes” that cannot be
easily analyzed and understood. In this article, we suggest a
method for building a data-driven logicome. I.e., the method
for building a set of small boolean expressions as classifiers
for disjoint groups of samples from a microarray dataset. We
validate our method on the microarray dataset of head and
neck/oral squamous cell carcinoma, where our boolean sig-
nature presented a set of gene activity/inactivity combinations
that are characteristic for various cancer sub-types and normal
samples. Our findings correlate well with the literature.
1. Introduction
The Microarray is one of the most important and widely
used experimental developments in biotechnologies in recent
years. It contains the high throughput genome-wide expres-
sion profiles, that allow monitoring of expression levels in
cells for thousands of genes simultaneously and conduct
large-scale quantitative assessments of gene expression. The
microarrays are the most important tools for discovering
key insights from the massive quantities of gene expression
such as: identification of biomarkers, classification of cancer
subtypes, predicting response to therapy and understanding
the mechanisms involved in the disease progression [1]–[3].
We develop a method for deriving classifiers with clear
internal structure based on boolean logic for samples from
various microarray datasets. We agree to call these classifiers
boolean signatures. Here, a boolean signature is a boolean
formula in disjunctive normal form. We focus on microarray
datasets for head and neck/oral cancer as the case study
and build boolean signatures to distinguish between different
subtypes of cancer and healthy cells.
Nowadays, there has been already collected an over-
whelming amount of diverse genome and molecular-scale
information as well as clinical data on cancers and other
genetic-related diseases. On one hand, abundance of the data
helps to increase our understanding about the disease. On the
other hand, large amount of unstructured data represents a
great challenge to be interpreted and comprehended. Complex
statistics and machine learning methods provide means to
build data-driven models that can be used as classifiers that
recognize biological or clinical samples to belong to certain
disjoint groups, like disease or healthy cell-lines. However,
in a number of cases those models are constructed without
comprehensible internal structure that can be understood.
In other words, the data-driven models built by means of
machine learning methods will tell what samples belong to
what groups, but will not always tell exactly why. The goal
of our work is to provide a method that can “answer” in
a simple manner why a sample should belong to a certain
group. The answer will be provided in terms of boolean
logic.
Systems biology deals with understanding of the function-
alities of a living cell and of deviations in cellular functions
that lead to diseases. For instance, there have been many
studies on constructing Boolean logic models for various
biological phenomena. For example, in [4], [5] there was
established correspondence between Boolean networks and
ODE-based models. Some data-driven Boolean logic model
building methods were suggested in [6].
Some of the studies from above mainly focus on ap-
proaches where the full understanding of the biological
aspects of the phenomenon of interest is required. However,
even though highly detailed models can provide a realistic
life picture, sometimes, it can be difficult to analyze and
reason about the large models. Hereby, studies in [7] aimed
at obtaining a higher-abstraction level of understanding of
biological systems starting from existing “larger” models. In
particular, the goal of that work was in deriving a simple
logical description of the activation conditions between the
“key nodes” of a bio-model under study. As the result,
[7] presented a method for translating a highly detailed
large biological model in form of a bio-molecular (signaling
pathway) pathway into a relatively small Boolean network
(so-called logicome) representing activation relations between
the key nodes as logic relations. A biological model presented
in the form of the logicome should be easier to comprehend
and reason about.
In this article, we advance further with the idea from [7]
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2of developing high-level comprehensible Boolean logic based
models for biological phenomena. Here, we develop a simple
method for deriving logical relations between key/significant
elements associated to certain groups of samples from mi-
croarray gene expression data. We call this logicome derived
for microarray datasets. Those relations should provide a
simple explanation in terms of logical formulas in disjunctive
normal form.
We have chosen the Head and Neck/Oral Squamous Cell
Carcinoma (HNOSCC) microarray datasets from studies in
[8] as case-studies. The Head and Neck/Oral Squamous
Cell Carcinoma (HNOSCC) is the most common cancer
world-wide, and the important risk factors are tobacco and
alcohol consumption [9]. The head and neck/oral cancers are
categorized by the tissues of the head or neck from which they
originate. The HNOSCC usually originates from squamous
cells that are located inside the mouth, the nose, and the
throat (for example, in the paranasal sinuses, Salivary glands,
nasal cavity, oral cavity, pharynx, oropharynx and larynx)
[8], [10]. We have selected four sample groups from [8]:
oral tongue squamous cell carcinoma, samples in squamous
cell carcinoma of the oral cavity and oropharynx, head and
neck squamous cell carcinoma (locations of pharynx and
larynx), and normal cell lines.
In our case studies, we apply our method to a subset
of differentialy expressed genes between normal and can-
cer cells. We have performed differential gene expression
analysis by means of GEO2R, an R-based web application
[11].
We have derived for each of these groups boolean
formulas representing their characteristic patterns of gene
expression profiles. We have validated our findings against
well known gene expression patterns associated to head
and neck/oral cancer [12]–[25] which do not contradict
the discovered boolean signatures associated to cancer cell
lines. In the same time, we have derived a number of gene
expression patterns that have not been discovered so far.
In our methodology we employ multinomial logistic
regression to find small subsets of genes for which we derive
boolean signature for all the four groups.
2. Methodology
In this section we describe methods that are used in
our study. Firstly, we present a formal definition of the
classification method used in this paper, i.e., multinomial
logistic regression (MLR), then we describe our approach
for deriving a unique Boolean expression (boolean signa-
ture) corresponding to each group (cluster/class/category) of
samples.
2.1. Multinomial Logistic Regression
Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is a classification
method used to measure the relationship between a group
distributed dependent variable and one or more independent
variables. When building an MLR model, it is assumed that
the groups are mutually exclusive, i.e., a sample belongs to
exactly one group, for more information see [26].
The multinomial logistic regression is a simple extension
of the binomial logistic regression. It is used when the
outcome variable or the dependent variable has more than
two nominal (unordered) groups. The multinomial logistic
regression is often considered as most effective and reliable
way to obtain the probability of group membership which
are calculated with the maximum likelihood estimation
approach [27]. The advantage of using multinomial logistic
regression over other alternatives are identified in [28].
Particularly, we find MLR as most attractive and robust
tool for analysing microarray data since it does not assume
multivariate normality for the predictor variables, variance
homoscedasticity or linearity for the independent variables
and allows independent variables to be continuous, discrete
or dummy [29], [30].
2.1.1. Accuracy of The Model. For any given classifier and
any given sample Y , there are four possible classification
outcomes:
– if Y belongs to cluster C and it is classified as such,
we denote it as a true positive (TP),
– if Y belongs to cluster C and it is classified in a
different cluster, we denote it as a false negative
(FN),
– if Y does not belong to cluster C and it is classified
as such, we denote it as a true negative (TN),
– if Y does not belong to cluster C and it is classified
in C, we denote it as a false positive (FP).
Accuracy are calculated in terms of TP, TN, FN and FP.
Accuracy = TN + TP
TN+TP+FN+FP
Accuracy is the proportion of true results, whether it means
belonging to the right cluster or not belonging to the wrong
cluster. For more detailed information we refer to [31], [32]
2.2. Inferring Boolean Signatures
In the following, we describe the algorithm 2.1 that
gives minimal size subset from the set of predictor variables
(genes) G and the algorithm 2.2 that is applied on the selected
minimal size subset to derive a boolean signature for each
group.
2.2.1. Reducing the set of predictor variables. In order
to generate the signature to be as simple as possible yet
accurate, our goal here is to reduce the size of G in such a
way that the accuracy of MLR is not compromised.
Algorithm 2.1. Let us consider the multinomial logistic
regression (MLR) model for gene expression matrix M , A
its predictive accuracy, and G the set of predictor variables
and T an accuracy threshold and l is the threshold for the
size of the subsets. Let us take the following steps:
3Step 1 Enumerate all 2|G| subsets of G.
Step 2 For all S ⊆ G, train its corresponding MLR
model MS, and calculate its predictive accuracy
denoted by AS , where |S| ≥ l, 1 ≤ l ≤ |G|.
Step 3 Collect set Gm of subsets from G where Gm =
{S ⊆ G||S| = m and AS = max(ASm |Sm ⊆
G and |Sm| = m)}. In other words, we select
all subsets from G of size m which have the
maximal accuracy among all the subsets of size
m.
Step 4 Output a subset Smin of minimal size such that
Smin ∈ {Gm | l ≤ m ≤ |G| and ASmin ≥ T}.
In other words, we select a subset from all Gm,
l ≤ m ≤ |G| of minimal size whose accuracy is
not below the threshold T .
2.2.2. Boolean signature. In our approach the minimal size
subset obtained from the algorithm 2.1, is further analyzed
to derive Boolean signature for each group.
The boolean signature is derived as follows:
Algorithm 2.2. Let MB be the binarized gene expression
matrix of expression matrix M generated for subset of genes
S ⊆ G. Let C = {C1, . . . , Ck} be the set of disjoint groups
of samples from M . Let Pr be the probability threshold and
covg be the coverage threshold. The probability threshold
Pr for a binary values combination frequency is the lower
border for combinations to be considered as “frequent”.
The covg threshold for binary values combination frequency
indicates the border below which we consider binary values
combination as “insignificant”. We recall here, that for each
group we select its frequent (defined by Pr) significant
(defined by covg) binary values combination that we use to
derive the disjunctive normal form:
Step 1 Consider set TS of all the binary values combi-
nations of genes from S in MB, where S ⊆ G.
Step 2 Frequency of occurrence: For each combi-
nation of binary values from cj ∈ TS , count
the number of its occurrences in every group
Ci ∈ C, divide it by |Ci|, denote it by N icj
where 1 ≤ j ≤ 2|S|. Intuitively, N icj denotes the
frequency of occurrence of combination cj in
group Ci.
Step 3 Maximal frequency of occurrence: Find
N imax = max{N ic1 , N ic2 . . . N ic2|S|}. In other
words, N imax is the frequency of the most
occurring combination in group Ci.
Step 4 Representative combinations for a group: For
Ci ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, find the set
Ci = {cj ∈ TS | max(Pr ∗ N imax, covg) ≤
N icj ≤ N imax}, 1 ≤ j ≤ |TS |. In other words,
here we select the representative combinations
for a group Ci, those combinations are signif-
icant enough (N icj ≥ covg) and are frequent
(N icj ≥ Pr ∗N imax) in Ci.
Step 5 Deriving boolean signature: For every cj ∈ Ci,
where cj = (bg1, bg2, . . . , bg|S|) and bgl ∈
{0, 1} is a binarized expression value for a
gene gl ∈ S where 1 ≤ l ≤ |S|, we con-
struct the conjunction of gene variables asso-
ciated to combination cj as follows: Bij =
(
∧
bgl==1
gl) ∧ (
∧
bgl==0
¬gl). For the set of rep-
resentative combinations Ci we construct the
disjunctive normal form (boolean signature) BCi
as follows: BCi =
∨
cj∈Ci
Bij . I.e., BCi is the
boolean signature of group Ci in the disjunctive
normal form.
Step 6 OUTPUT: Output (Ci, Bi), for every 1 ≤ i ≤
k.
The outline of our methodology is presented in the Figure
1.
Figure 1: Outline of the methodology
43. Case studies
We use nine microarray data series of head and neck/oral
squamous cell carcinoma (HNOSCC) from studies in [8]
that are available at Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
database [11]. We explain the pre-processing of the mi-
croarray data and obtaining the gene expression matrix, that
we use to derive boolean expressions associated with various
groups of HNOSCC and with non-tumor cells.
3.1. Samples
Studies in [8] consider 9 data series from GEO
database [11] with 675 samples in total: GSE6791, GSE9844,
GSE30784, GSE31056, GSE2379, GSE3524, GSE6631,
GSE13601 and GSE23036. In [8], due to an unsupervised
learning method the samples were split in 22 groups out of
which we have selected the following 4 groups with 509
samples for our studies: 58 samples in oral tongue squamous
cell carcinoma (OTSCC), 189 samples in squamous cell carci-
noma of the oral cavity and oropharynx (OSCC), 98 samples
in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), and
164 normal/control samples.
3.2. Microarray data
We get the microarray data from GEO in form of
normalized probe signals as sample data matrices (probe
expression matrices). In a sample data matrix, the rows
correspond to probes and the columns correspond to samples.
The data series that we have selected for our studies contain
genome-wide gene expression profiling of head and neck/oral
squamous cell carcinoma (HNOSCC) that was measured by
Affymetrix platform [33], [34]. The probe signals in these
series were normalized through Robust Multi-array Average
technique, [35], GeneChip RMA (GCRMA) [36], and
Microarray Suite version 5.0 (MAS 5.0, Affymetrix, Inc.),
[37].
3.3. Data Preprocessing
For our case study, we performed differential gene
expression analysis on the 9 data series and selected 11
“significant genes” for further analysis. We have generated
gene expression matrix for the “significant genes”.
3.3.1. Gene expression matrix. We have processed the
selected GEO data series in our study by using Bioconductor
GEOquery R Library [34], [38]. We have transformed
normalized probe measurements into gene expression levels
as follows:
– We have found mappings between sets of probes
and their associated genes for the respective af-
fimetrix platforms by using an online web-tool
DAVID (Database for Annotation, Visualization, and
Integrated Discovery) [39], GPL (GEO platform
record) [11] and Affymetrix Human Genome U133
2.0 Array annotation data (hgu133plus2).
– We have considered the expression level for a gene
to be the median of the gene’s associated probes.
In the result, we have generated the gene expression matrix
of approximately 25000 rows represented by gene symbols
and columns by samples.
3.3.2. Selecting a set of differentially expressed genes.
We have selected differentially expressed probes between
control and all cancer samples for each data series separately
by means of GEO2R web-tool [11] (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/geo/info/geo2r.html). The differential gene/probe
expression analysis was performed as in [40]. The result of
differential gene/probe expression analysis for each data
series is collected as a table of probes ranked by their
p-values. We have selected those probes that satisfy the
threshold of p-value ≤ 0.05. Then, for each dataset, we
have selected those genes that correspond to the probes
with the p-value not exceeding the threschold 0.05. We call
these selected genes “significant genes”. Finally, we took
the intersection of significant genes from all the datasets and
considered it for our boolean signatures construction method.
In particular, in the intersection we have the following
significant genes: MAL, LAPTM4B, HPGD, KRT4, EXT1,
AIM1, SPP1, MYO10, MYO1B, MMP1, MGST2.
3.3.3. Re-scaling gene expression datasets to the same
level. In order to perform further analysis based on a number
of different datasets, we need to bring the gene expression
signals from them to the same scale. We performed rescaling
by means of full range and interquartile range (with the
interquartile range-based rescaling, we also take into account
the outliers that may occur in the datasets). We perfomed
the same analysis for the results of each of the two rescaling
methods separately.
In more details, for each dataset D, for each sample
S from D and for every gene G, we have re-scaled its
expression value xG,S associated to S to zG,S as follows:
zG,S =
xG,S −mG,D
RG,D
(1)
where mG,D is the mean value of expressions of gene
G for all the samples from dataset D, and RG,D is the
range/interquartile range of expressions of gene G among
all the samples of D. For the full range we have RG,D =
MAXG,D −MING,D, where MAXG,D (MING,D) is the
highest (the lowest, respectively) expression level for a gene
G among all the samples from dataset D. For the interquartile
range we have RG,D = Q3 − Q1, where Q3 is the third
quartile and Q1 is the first quartile.
3.3.4. Removing similar samples between different
groups. The goal of our methodology is to generate unique
“boolean signatures” for different sample groups. Hereby,
in order to increase the accuracy of our method, we need
to make sure that the samples in the groups are “different
5enough”. We filter out those samples that have “near identical”
gene expression profiles but belong to different groups. We
regard samples as vectors defined by their corresponding
gene expression profiles and employ Euclidean distance in
vector space as the closeness measurement between samples.
We define a minimal distance threshold  under which we
consider samples to be “near identical”. We calculate  as
follows:
 = C ×MAXNORM ,
where MAXNORM is a maximal norm among all the vectors
in our studies, and C is a constant, which we have fixed
in our studies to be C = 0.01. We did not find any “near
identical” samples between different groups according to this
criteria in our gene expression matrix.
The processed data and source code (in R) are available at
Github (https://github.com/cpanchal/Dataset Logicome.git)
3.4. Data analysis and results
We analysed the preprocessed gene expression data
extracted for the significant genes as follows:
– Randomly partitioned the data into training and
validation set with the ratio of 60 : 40.
– Enumerated all the possible subsets (size ≥ 3) of a
set of significant genes and extracted the data for
each subset. We trained the MLR model on this
data and collected the predictive accuracies using
the validation data.
– Collected the subset of genes with maximum accu-
racies from the subsets of each size.
– From the collected subsets, picked a minimal size
subset with accuracy ≥ 70%. That step rendered us
a subset of genes of size 3.
– Applied threshold based discretization to the data for
the rendered subset of genes (i.e, produce binarized
gene expression by replacing expression values of
genes with 1 if above threshold, 0 otherwise.)
– We derived “boolean signatures” in the disjunctive
normal form for each group in terms of the selected
minimal size subset of genes.
In our method the training and validation data are
partitioned randomly, hence we re-ran the algorithm multiple
times and the results are collected for each run. The boolean
signatures derived using the resultant subsets are listed in
the Tables 1 and 2. The Table 1 contains boolean signatures
obtained from the datasets rescaled with the full range, and
the Table 2 contains boolean signatures obtained from the
datasets rescaled with the interquartile range. The Table
3 represents consistently up-regulated and down-regulated
genes observed in the boolean signatures in the Tables 1 and
2.
The boolean formulas in the Tables 1 and 2 identify the
groups Normal, OSCC, OTSCC and HNSCC with different
combination of genes.
The down-regulated genes are denoted with ‘¯ ’ and genes
without ‘¯ ’ are upregulated.
Table 1: Subsets and boolean formulations for each group: ‘∧’
denotes conjunction, ‘∨’ denotes disjunction and ‘¯ ’ denotes
negation . Results obtained based on rescaling datasets with
respect to full range.
No. Subset Boolean formula
1 (KRT4, MYO10, HPGD)
Normal =
KRT4 ∧HPGD
OSCC =
KRT4 ∧ (MYO10 ∨HPGD)
OTSCC =
KRT4 ∧MYO10 ∧HPGD
HNSCC =
MYO10 ∧HPGD
2 (KRT4, MAL, MMP1)
Normal =
KRT4 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
OSCC =
KRT4 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
OTSCC =
KRT4 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
HNSCC =
KRT4 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
3 (AIM1, SPP1, MMP1)
Normal =
= AIM1 ∧ SPP1 ∧MMP1
OSCC =
MMP1 ∧ (AIM1 ∧ SPP1∨
AIM1 ∧ SPP1)
OTSCC =
MMP1 ∧ (AIM1 ∧ SPP1∨
AIM1 ∧ SPP1)
HNSCC =
AIM1 ∧ SPP1
4 (KRT4, HPGD, SPP1)
Normal =
KRT4 ∧HPGD ∧ SPP1
OSCC =
KRT4 ∧HPGD ∧ SPP1
OTSCC =
HPGD ∧ SPP1
HNSCC =
HPGD ∧ SPP1
5 (MGST2, AIM1, MMP1)
Normal =
MGST2 ∧AIM1 ∧MMP1
OSCC =
MGST2 ∧MMP1
OTSCC =
MMP1 ∧ (MGST2 ∧AIM1∨
MGST2 ∧AIM1)
HNSCC =
MGST2 ∧AIM1 ∧MMP1
6 (HPGD, MYO1B, MMP1)
Normal =
HPGD ∧MYO1B ∧MMP1
OSCC =
HPGD ∧MYO1B ∧MMP1
OTSCC =
HPGD ∧MMP1
HNSCC =
HPGD ∧MYO1B ∧MMP1
6Table 2: Subsets and boolean formulations for each group: ‘∧’
denotes conjunction, ‘∨’ denotes disjunction and ‘¯ ’ denotes
negation. Results obtained based on re-scaling datasets with
respect to interquartile range.
No. Subset Boolean formula
1 (MYO10,MAL,SPP1)
Normal = MYO10 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
OSCC = MYO10 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
OTSCC = MYO10 ∧MAL
HNSCC = MYO10 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
2 (KRT4, MAL,MMP1)
Normal = KRT4 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
OSCC = KRT4 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
OTSCC = KRT4 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
HNSCC = KRT4 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
3 (MAL, LAPTM4B, SPP1)
Normal = MAL ∧ LAPTM4B ∧ SPP1
OSCC = MAL ∧ LAPTM4B ∧ SPP1
OTSCC = MAL ∧ LAPTM4B
HNSCC = MAL ∧ LAPTM4B ∧ SPP1
4 (MAL, MYO1B, MMP1)
Normal = MAL ∧MYO1B ∧MMP1
OSCC = MAL ∧MYO1B ∧MMP1
OTSCC = MAL ∧MYO1B ∧MMP1
HNSCC = MAL ∧MYO1B ∧MMP1
5 (MGST2,MAL,SPP1)
Normal = MGST2 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
OSCC = MGST2 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
OTSCC = MGST2 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
HNSCC = MGST2 ∧MAL
6 (MAL,MYO1B,SPP1)
Normal = MAL ∧MYO1B ∧ SPP1
OSCC = MAL ∧MYO1B ∧ SPP1
OTSCC = MAL ∧MYO1B
HNSCC = MAL ∧MYO1B ∧ SPP1
7 (MAL,SPP1,MMP1)
Normal = MAL ∧ SPP1 ∧MMP1
OSCC = MAL ∧ SPP1 ∧MMP1
OTSCC = MAL ∧MMP1
HNSCC = MAL ∧ SPP1 ∧MMP1
8 (KRT4,MAL,SPP1)
Normal = KRT4 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
OSCC = KRT4 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
OTSCC = KRT4 ∧MAL
HNSCC = KRT4 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
9 (EXT1,MAL,SPP1)
Normal = EXT1 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
OSCC = EXT1 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
OTSCC = EXT1 ∧MAL
HNSCC = EXT1 ∧MAL ∧ SPP1
10 (MAL,AIM1,SPP1)
Normal = MAL ∧AIM1 ∧ SPP1
OSCC = MAL ∧AIM1 ∧ SPP1
OTSCC = MAL ∧AIM1 ∧ SPP1
HNSCC = MAL ∧AIM1 ∧ SPP1
11 (MYO10,MAL,MMP1)
Normal = MYO10 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
OSCC = MYO10 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
OTSCC = MYO10 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
HNSCC = MYO10 ∧MAL ∧MMP1
Table 3: Down-regulated and Up-regulated genes observed
in each group. This observation is based on the boolean
signatures presented in the Tables 2 and 1.
Group Up-regulated genes Down-regulated genes
Normal HPGD, MGST2, AIM1 MYO1B, MMP1, SPP1,
KRT4, MAL MYO10,EXT1, LAPTM4B
OSCC MMP1, MYO1B, SPP1 MGST2, KRT4, MAL,
MYO10,EXT1, LAPTM4B AIM1 MYO10, HPGD
OTSCC MMP1,MYO1B,SPP1 HPGD, MAL, KRT4
MYO10,EXT1, LAPTM4B AIM1
HNSCC MYO10, MYO1B, MMP1, HPGD, MAL, KRT4,
SPP1,EXT1,LAPTM4B AIM1, MGST2
We can see from the boolean signatures, the subsets
(KRT4, MAL, MMP1),(MAL, MYO1B, MMP1), (MAL,
AIM1, SPP1), and (MYO10, MAL, MMP1) identify all the
cancer groups by the same formula. The boolean signatures
produced with these subsets clearly distinguish cancer and
normal groups.
Moreover the genes in (KRT4, MAL, MMP1) appear
frequently in the boolean signatures for all the cancer groups
with MMP1 being up-regulated and (KRT4, MAL) being
donw-regulated. These genes are the most promising and
relevant genes for identifying HNOSCC tumor cells that is
also inline with the study reported on cancer-specific genes
in [12], [14], [15]. Also these findings are inline with the
studies reported in [12] that also reports genes in (KRT4,
MAL, MMP1) among the remarkable predictive bio-markers
for identifying HNOSCC tumor cells.
We can see from the Table 3 that in all the three
cancer groups genes MYO10, MYO1B, MMP1, SPP1,
EXT1, LAPTM4B are up-regulated, whereas the genes
HPGD, MAL, KRT4, and AIM1 are down-regulated.
The boolean signatures presenting up-regulated (MYO10,
MYO1B,MMP1,SPP1) and down-regulated HPGD, in the
groups OSCC, OTSCC and HNSCC are confirmed by the
results reported in [18], [21]–[23] that also reports these
genes as significant predictor and the top most up-regulated
(down-regulated) genes.
The boolean signatures presenting genes KRT4, HPGD,
MAL and AIM1 as consistently down-regulated agree well
with the work reported in [24], [25] and [41] for the groups
HNSCC, OSCC and OTSCC. The gene MGST2 inolved
as down regulated genes in the boolean signatures for the
groups OSCC and HNSCC is confirmed in the studies [19]
and [20].
Besides the verified results reported in the Tables 1
and 2, we discover some combinations of genes for tumor
groups that remain to be validated experimentally. The up-
regulated gene LAPTM4B is identified in various types
of tumors, however it is less known in the tumor groups
of HNOSCC. In our results in the Table 2 we found
boolean signatures involving the up-regulated LAPTM4B
together with the promising bio-marker genes MAL and SPP1
i.e. the subset (MAL, LAPTM4B, SPP1). These boolean
7signatures distinguish groups: Normal, (OSCC, HNSCC)
and OTSCC. The signature represents the gene LAPTM4B
equally significant bio-marker for tumor groups of HNOSCC.
We discover for OSCC in the boolean signature for the
1st subset in the Table 1, the possibility for the gene MYO10
to be down regulated. Similar observation for OSCC is found
in the boolean signature for the 3rd subset where the genes
SPP1 and AIM1 are found down-regulated and up-regulated
respectively. Moreover in the boolean signature for the 5th
subset in the Table 1, the result shows the possibility of both
genes MGST2 and AIM1 to be up-regulated for OTSCC.
The boolean signatures produced with our methodology
elucidate the comprehensive description/knowledge lying
within the high-throughput micro-array datasets and unveil
the gene expression profiles associated with the normal
and cancer groups and precisely explain the associated
connections.
4. Discussion
In this work we develop a methodology that reproduces
the high-level knowledge lying within the complex gene
expression datasets and presents the knowledge in the form
of boolean formulation that can be easily viewed and
understood. The boolean formulations represent so-called
boolean signatures for the disjoint groups of samples within
the micro datasets of HNOSCC. Through boolean signature,
our method identifies regulations of significant genes and
provides combinatorial patterns for each group of samples
which are supported well with the literature findings.
Here, we propose a continuation of the direction initiated
in [7], where logicome building methods are suggested to
be a companion to the bottom-up modeling approaches.
In [7], the authors suggested a way to generate a higher-
level representation of a network model in terms of boolean
logic relations between key nodes of the network. That
logicome approach should allow the modeler to concentrate
on a selected set of significant network nodes and relations
between them, while abstracting from the rest of the model.
Also, due to the fact that machine learning and statistical
approaches usually do not provide information about the
internal structure of the system under studies and relations
between its components, but, rather act as “oracles” generat-
ing predictions and classifications, we decided to come up
with a complementing approach.
We present here a simple method for deriving boolean
classifiers (signatures) for all the groups of samples as
small boolean expressions in disjunctive normal form. Those
signatures represent most occurring patterns in the respective
sample groups and can be based on to reason further about
the properties of each group. In the same time, our modeling
method is not meant for deriving highly detailed models from
microarray data that can be used for accurate simulations. We
rather suggest here a way to understand better the observed
data in simple terms, that can aid in further efforts of building
accurate complex models for the phenomena under studies.
As a continuation of this research, we plan to use a
number of other classification methods (such as, Classifi-
cation and Regression Tree(CART) [42] and Naı¨ve Bayes
Classification [43]) for the selection of subsets of significant
genes. To measure the performance of the method, we will
take into account different measures which are capable of
evaluating binary classification (such as, Kappa [44] and
Mattew’s correlation coefficient [45]). We are planning to
test our method with more publicly available “gold standard”
cancer-related microarray datases (for instance, from the
Cancer Genome Atlas [46]). Our goal is to produce a well-
performing logicome method which is capable of handling
several constrains without compromising the classification
accuracy.
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Abstract - Reaction systems are a recent addition to the spectrum of computational
modeling frameworks. We construct in this paper several reaction systems models for
the self-assembly of vimentin tetramers into intermediate filaments. We demonstrate
that reaction systems are a versatile modeling framework, able to capture several
aspects of the dynamics of the self-assembly of intermediate filaments using only
simple, set-theoretical-based concepts.
Key words and phrases : Reaction systems; modeling; intermediate filaments;
self-assembly.
1 Introduction
Reaction systems were introduced in [9] as a new modelling framework inspired
by the functioning/bio-energetics of the living cell. It differs drastically from the
traditional modelling frameworks (such as ordinary differential equations (ODEs),
stochastic processes, Boolean networks, state machines) in focusing on reactions
and in having the environment as an integral part of the model. Reactions in re-
action systems are enabled through promotion and inhibition, see [4]. Reaction
systems are based on two main principles. The first one, called the threshold prin-
ciple makes reaction systems a qualitative framework by stating that if available, a
resource (reactant) is available abundantly. In other words, reactions can not limit
each other through a quantitative competition on resources. The second principle,
called the no permanency principle, states that a resource or reactant vanishes un-
less sustained by a reaction. That is to say, the next state of a reaction system is
only obtained from the output of the reaction enabled in the previous state plus the
contribution of the environment.
Studies on reaction systems have been quite diverse, see for example [1, 3, 5,
10, 11, 15, 19, 22–25]. They can be categorized into two main streams. While
the first direction is concerned with more theoretical aspects of reaction systems
(e.g., [8,10,11,24,25]), the second direction has taken a more practical spin, mainly
regarding reaction systems as a platform to do bio-modelling (e.g., [1, 3, 5]).
In this paper we follow the second line of research and focus on the expres-
sivity of reaction systems as a modelling framework. We consider a case-study
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on the self-assembly of intermediate filaments from vimentin tetramers. We start
from the molecular models and the ODE-based analysis in [6]. We build several
different reaction systems models based on the molecular model of [6] that cap-
ture the self-assembly process at two levels of resolution: one where no distinction
is made between filaments of different lengths (resolution 0) and one where the
model distinguishes between unit-length, short and long filaments (resolution 2).
2 Preliminaries
In this section we recall some of the basic definitions of reaction systems that we
need throughout the paper.
Reactions are the building blocks of a reaction system. Intuitively, a reaction is
triggered if all resources needed for the reaction are available in the environment
and there exist no species that inhibit the reaction. In this case, the reaction trans-
forms the set of resources to the set of products. This intuition is formally captured
in the definition of a reaction in reaction systems framework as follows, see [4, 9]
for more details.
Definition 2.1 [9] A reaction is a tuple a = (Ra, Ia, Pa), where Ra, Ia and Pa
are finite, non-empty sets and Ra ∩ Ia = ∅. The sets Ra, Ia and Pa are called the
set of reactants, inhibitors and products of a, respectively. We say a is a reaction
over set S, if Ra, Ia, Pa ⊆ S. We denote the set of reactions in S by rac(S).
We next define the result of applying a reaction and a set of reactions on a
given set. In this definition the result of applying a number of reactions to a set is
the collective result of applying each reaction to the set independently. Indeed this
is true because by threshold assumption there is no competition for the resources
between different reactions and hence running a reaction does not inhibit enabling
any other one.
Definition 2.2 [9] Let A be a set of reactions, a ∈ A and T a set.
(i) The result of a on T , denoted by resa(T ), is
resa(T ) =
{
Pa, if Ra ⊆ T and Ia ∩ T = ∅
∅, otherwise.
(ii) The result of A on T , denoted by resA(T ), is
resA(T ) =
⋃
a∈A
resa(T ).
A reaction system (RS in short) is defined as an ordered pair A = (S,A),
where S is a finite set and A ⊆ rac(S). Set S is called the background set of A.
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To capture the dynamics of a given reaction system the notion of interactive
process has been introduced. In what follows we present a formal definition of
such a process.
Definition 2.3 [9] For a given reaction system A, an interactive process in A is a
pair pi = (γ, δ), where γ = C0, C1, ..., Cn, δ = D1, D2, ..., Dn ⊆ S, n ≥ 1, with
D1 = resA(C0) and, for every 1 < i ≤ n, Di = resA(Ci−1 ∪Di−1).
The sequences γ and δ are called the context sequence and the result sequence
of pi, respectively. The sequence τ = W0,W1, ...,Wn is the state sequence of pi,
where W0 = C0 and Wi = Ci ∪Di, for all i ∈ {0, ..., n}. W0 is called the initial
state of pi.
Next we recall the definition of a reaction system’s steady state, introduced
in [3].
Definition 2.4 [3] Let A = (S,A) be a reaction system and C ⊆ S. We say that
D ⊆ S is a steady state of A for C if resA(C ∪D) = D.
3 A model for self-assembly of intermediate filaments
In this section we describe the in-vitro assembly principles of vimentin filaments,
as a representative for the class of intermediate filaments proteins. Based on the
recent studies in [6] and [21] we present both a basic and a refined molecular model
for vimentin assembly, from the level of first stable subunits till the emerging of
mature filaments.
Intermediate filaments (IFs) are one of the three types of protein filaments in-
side the eukaryotic cell [26]. Together with microtubules and actin filaments, they
form the cytoskeleton, which is a complex network of filaments with active role in
a number of cellular processes, including sustaining the mechanical integrity of the
cell, controlling its shape, but also facilitating the intracellular transport [20].
IF subunits are α-helical rods which assemble by both lateral and end-to-end
interactions into rope-like filaments [13]. The length of these filaments ranges
from hundreds of nm long to micro-meter values, while their width (when in ma-
ture state) is preserved at 11 nm. We are particularly interested in the (in-vitro)
assembly of IF generated from human vimentin proteins; one of the several types
of eukaryotic IF proteins [14]. In the case of vimentin-based IFs the in-vitro as-
sembly process follows four stages.
The first assembly stage of vimentin intermediate filaments is the fast lateral
association of monomers into dimers and subsequently into tetramers (denoted as
T). Tetramers are the first stable filament subunits, as both monomers and dimers
are not chemically stable. Moreover, for the case of in-vitro assembly, the process
can be blocked/freezed after tetramer formation, and the system can be initialized
starting from this level. Thus, when modelling the in-vitro assembly this first stage
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is generally omitted, and the process is assumed to start from a mono-populated
system of tetrameric subunits.
The second phase of the vimentin IF assembly consists of further lateral asso-
ciations: two tetramers join to form an octamer (denoted as O), two octamers join
to form a hexadecamer (denoted as H), while two hexadecamer join to form a unit
length filament (ULF). ULFs are the basic unit of the mature filament structure,
as from now on, the formation and elongation of the filaments is performed only
through end-to-end association reactions.
The third stage represents the formation and elongation of filaments from in-
dividual ULF’s. Here, on one hand we have elongation reactions, when filament
complexes are enlarged by one ULF at a time, and merger reactions on the other,
where two longer filaments join by end-to-end interactions and form a longer com-
plex. Depending on the number k of constituent ULF’s within one filament, we can
differentiate between the emergent assemblies based on their “size” k.
The final assembly stage represents a radial compaction of the filaments from
a ULF diameter of about 15 nm to a filament diameter of about 11 nm, see [13]
for details. However, from a modeler point of view, we can consider the assembly
process as complete after the first three stages above, as the radial compaction does
not modify the ULF per filament ratio.
3.1 Basic and refined molecular models
A common problem in modelling self-assembly systems is dealing with the combi-
natorial explosion of all different emergent assemblies as possible distinct species.
In the case of the IF model above, this translates into the problem of representing
and reasoning about all the emergent filaments of size 1, 2, 3, etc. Depending on the
level of details the modeler chooses to describe the assembly process, there might
be a number of models which could describe such a process. In our study we con-
centrate over two such detail levels, thus generating two models for IF assembly;
we call them the basic and the refined model.
In the basic model, we consider the ULF’s as elementary filaments (generically
denoted as F), and we do not differentiate between them and other filaments. The
molecular model of this basic representation is presented in Table 1(a). On the
refined model, in order to be able to capture the formation and dynamics of short
vs long emerging filaments we differentiate between ULFs (filaments of size 1,
denoted as Fu), filaments of size 2 (short filaments, denoted as Fs), and filaments
of size 3 or more (long filaments, denoted as Fl). The molecular model of this
second refined system is presented in Table 1(b).
The above basic model, as well as a refined version differentiating between
ULFs and the remaining filaments, were introduced and analyzed in [6] in correla-
tion with experimental results for in-vitro vimentin self-assembly taken from [18].
ODE mathematical models based on mass action kinetics formulations were de-
rived, numerically fitted, and validated using data from [18]. A generic method
of quantitative model refinement was introduced and discussed in [12] and [21].
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Table 1: The molecular models of (a) the basic and (b) the refined representations
of the IF assembly process.
(a) Basic model
2T→ O (1)
2O→ H (2)
2H→ F (3)
2F→ F (4)
(b) Refined model
2T→ O (5)
2O→ H (6)
2H→ Fu (7)
2Fu → Fs (8)
Fu +Fs → Fl (9)
Fu +Fl → Fl (10)
2Fs → Fl (11)
Fs +Fl → Fl (12)
2Fl → Fl (13)
Based on those methods we can estimate the kinetic rate constants of the current
refined model in Table 1(b), in order to obtain a perfect fit-preserving refinement
of the models in [6].
3.2 Variants of the kinetic model
The previously introduced basic and refined models were numerically fitted in [6]
in order to corroborate the experimental data of vimentin assembly reported in [18].
However, we show in the following that by modifying the kinetic rate constants of
these reactions we can generate several setups with different overall behaviours.
These behaviours could be differentiated by measuring the average length of the
emerging filament populations. The formula used for generating these measure-
ments was introduced in [18] and updated in [6]. The formula can be easily ex-
tended for any level of refinement, including the one considered in our models.
In Figure 1 we present the average filament length over time for the model
of [6], as well as for two different kinetic setups of the same model. The plot in
the case of the original model is shown in Figure 1 with a solid line. We modified
the model of [6] by inhibiting reactions (11) and (12); the result is shown with a
dashed line in Figure 1. In another modification of the model in [6], we inhibited
reactions (9) and (11); the result is shown with a dotted line in Figure 1. As it
can be seen from Figure 1, the three kinetic setups of the model in [6] yield very
different results. In the original setup of [6], the model favors the formation of
(fewer and fewer) long filaments. The other two setups favour the formation of
both short and long filaments, and that of only short filaments, respectively.
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Figure 1: The plot of the time evolution of the average filament length in three dif-
ferent setups. The solid line plot represents the original model of [6], favouring the
formation of long filaments. The dashed line plots represents a variant of the model
where both short and long filaments are formed. The dotted line plot represents a
variant of the model where only short filaments are formed. The three models have
the same set of reactions and only differ in their kinetic setups.
4 Reaction systems models
In this section we present the corresponding RS-based models for self-assembly of
intermediate filaments introduced in Section 3.
4.1 Basic reaction systems model
First we build an RS-based model for the basic self-assembly of intermediate fil-
aments introduced in Table 1(a). To formulate the reactions of the corresponding
RS, every reaction of type A1 + A2 → B in Table 1(a) is translated to a reaction
({A1, A2}, {dI}, {B}) in the corresponding reaction system. The dummy vari-
able, dI, is only used to respect the constraint that the set of inhibitors of all RS
reactions should be non-empty, see [9]. Note that the coefficients of the species
in the chemical reaction do not play a role here since we are translating a quanti-
tative framework to a qualitative one and by threshold assumption we know that
existence of a reactant in the environment implies the abundance of it as well. The
RS-based model for the basic self-assembly of intermediate filaments is presented
in Table 2.
We are interested in analysing the dynamics of the RS-based model and com-
pare it with the corresponding properties of the quantitative ODE-based model
for IF assembly, discussed in Section 3. To construct an environment in which
tetramers are always present, we consider {T} as the given context in every step
of the interactive process. This corresponds to the ODE models having an initial
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Table 2: The direct translation of the biochemical reactions of the basic model to a
reaction system A = (S,A) where S = {T,O,H,F, dI}.
Reaction in the chemical network Reaction in the reaction system
2T→ O ({T}, {dI}, {O}) (14)
2O→ H ({O}, {dI}, {H}) (15)
2H→ F ({H}, {dI}, {F}) (16)
2F→ F ({F}, {dI}, {F}) (17)
large pool of tetramers that are assembling into IFs. The interactive process is il-
lustrated in Table 3. The result state sequences of the examples of this paper were
obtained by using the reaction system simulator proposed in [2]. The simulator
can be reached at [27]. The interactive process thus obtained shows that the model
enters into a steady state, see [3], where tetramers, octamers, hexadecamers and
filaments are present.
Table 3: An interactive process for the basic RS model. The interactive process
enters a loop after the second state from which every state contains all species of
the system.
State Ci Di Wi
0 {T} ∅ {T}
1 {T} {O} {T,O}
2 {T} {O,H} {T,O,H}
3 {T} {O,H,F} {T,O,H,F}
4 {T} {O,H,F} {T,O,H,F}
4.2 Refined reaction systems model
In this section we are taking a step further to increase the level of resolution of
our model. To do so, we apply the proposed refinement approach of Table 1(b)
and modify our basic model to fit this new information. The methodology for
translating the chemical reaction network to the RS-based model does not change
with the new setup. The obtained RS-based model is presented in Table 4. The
species Fu, Fs and Fl correspond to unit length filament, short filament and long
filament respectively.
Similarly as in the case of the basic model, we analyze the dynamics of the
refined model by running an interactive process with a constant {T} as the given
context in every step. The interactive process is presented in Table 5. We conclude
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Table 4: The direct translation of the biochemical reactions of the refined model to
a reaction system A′ = (S′, A′) where S′ = {T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl, dI}.
Reaction in the chemical network Reaction in the reaction system
2T→ O ({T}, {dI}, {O}) (18)
2O→ H ({O}, {dI}, {H}) (19)
2H→ Fu ({H}, {dI}, {Fu}) (20)
2Fu → Fs ({Fu}, {dI}, {Fs}) (21)
Fu +Fs → Fl ({Fu,Fs}, {dI}, {Fl}) (22)
2Fs → Fl ({Fs}, {dI}, {Fl}) (23)
Fu +Fl → Fl ({Fu,Fl}, {dI}, {Fl}) (24)
Fs +Fl → Fl ({Fs,Fl}, {dI}, {Fl}) (25)
2Fl → Fl ({Fl}, {dI}, {Fl}) (26)
that, similarly as in the case of the basic model, we reach a steady state where
tetramers, octamers, hexadecamers, and the three types of filaments are present.
This is of course consistent with this model being a refinement of the basic model.
Table 5: An interactive process for the refined RS model. The interactive process
enters a loop after the fourth state from which every state contains all species of
the system.
State Ci Di Wi
0 {T} ∅ {T}
1 {T} {O} {T,O}
2 {T} {O,H} {T,O,H}
3 {T} {O,H,Fu} {T,O,H,Fu}
4 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fs} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs}
5 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl}
6 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl}
4.3 Variants of the refined reaction systems model
We consider in this section the corresponding reaction systems of the setup con-
sidered in Section 3.2 for the ODE-based model: we focus on modifying our RS
model to control the length of the filaments produced within the system. Three
different variants of the RS-based model proposed in Section 3 are presented. In
the first variant, we are interested in having only long filaments in the result state,
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whereas in the second one we expect to produce only short filaments. The last
variation is responsive to what is asked by the modeler through the context of the
system, i.e. reaction system produces only short filaments if short is part of the
context and long filaments if long is included in the context. If the context contains
neither short nor long, the filaments of all lengths are present in the result state. In
what follows we discuss each of these variations separately.
Variant one - only long filaments. We have modified the reaction system pre-
sented in Table 4 to produce only short filaments by adding {Fl} to the set of in-
hibitors of reactions (21) and (22). In this way, we effectively favour reaction (23)
over reactions (21) and (22) and the unit length filaments immediately get to elon-
gate the existing long filaments rather than short filaments. The corresponding RS
model is presented in Table 6. The efficiency of the reaction system structure can
be observed through the steps of the interactive process illustrated in Table 7: in
the steady state there are no short filaments.
Variant two - only short filaments. In this case we modified the reaction sys-
tem of Table 4 by removing reactions (22) and (23). The corresponding reaction
system is presented in Table 6. On one hand, if no long filaments are introduced
by the context, the system produces only short filaments. On the other hand, if
long filaments are added by the context, they would get extended recurrently. Both
cases can be observed in the interactive process shown in Table 8.
Table 6: The list of reactions of the reaction systems corresponding to the first
two variants of the refined model. For both reaction systems the background set is
{T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl, dI}.
Reactions in variant one
({T}, {dI}, {O}) (27)
({O}, {dI}, {H}) (28)
({H}, {dI}, {Fu}) (29)
({Fu}, {Fl}, {Fs}) (30)
({Fu,Fs}, {Fl}, {Fl}) (31)
({Fs}, {dI}, {Fl}) (32)
({Fu,Fl}, {dI}, {Fl}) (33)
({Fs,Fl}, {dI}, {Fl}) (34)
({Fl}, {dI}, {Fl}) (35)
Reactions in variant two
({T}, {dI}, {O}) (36)
({O}, {dI}, {H}) (37)
({H}, {dI}, {Fu}) (38)
({Fu}, {dI}, {Fs}) (39)
({Fu,Fl}, {dI}, {Fl}) (40)
({Fs,Fl}, {dI}, {Fl}) (41)
({Fl}, {dI}, {Fl}) (42)
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Table 7: An interactive process for the first variant of the refined RS model. The
interactive process enters a loop after the fifth state from which no short filament
is produced.
State Ci Di Wi
0 {T} ∅ {T}
1 {T} {O} {T,O}
2 {T} {O,H} {T,O,H}
3 {T} {O,H,Fu} {T,O,H,Fu}
4 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fs} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs}
5 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl}
6 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fl} {T,O,H,Fu,Fl}
7 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fl} {T,O,H,Fu,Fl}
Table 8: An interactive process for the second variant of the refined RS model. The
interactive process enters a loop after the third state from which no long filament
is produced until Fl is introduced to the fifth state which triggers the production of
long filaments in the consecutive states.
State Ci Di Wi
0 {T} ∅ {T}
1 {T} {O} {T,O}
2 {T} {O,H} {T,O,H}
3 {T} {O,H,Fu} {T,O,H,Fu}
4 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fs} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs}
5 {T,Fl} {O,H,Fu,Fs} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl}
6 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl}
7 {T} {O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl}
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Variant three - context dependent. To fit the requirements of the final variation,
the reaction system of Table 4 is modified as follows:
• The background set is extended by adding three species, i.e. short, long and
Flong, to set S;
• Flong is added to the inhibitor set of reaction (21) to prevent producing short
filaments whenever the context asks for the long ones;
• short is added to the inhibitor set of reactions (22), (23), (24), (25) and (26)
to prevent producing long filaments whenever the context asks for the short
ones and
• the set of reactions is extended by adding ({Fl, long}, {dI}, {Flong}) to signal
the start of long filament production to the system.
The corresponding reaction system is presented in Table 9, while its interactive
process and the steady state with constant context {T, short} and with constant
context {T, long} is described in Table 10.
Table 9: The list of reactions of the last variant of the refined model for reaction
system A′′ = (S′′, A′′) where S′′ = {T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl, long, short,Flong, dI}.
Reaction
({T}, {dI}, {O}) (43)
({O}, {dI}, {H}) (44)
({H}, {dI}, {Fu}) (45)
({Fu}, {Flong}, {Fs}) (46)
({Fu,Fs}, {short}, {Fl}) (47)
Reaction
({Fs}, {short}, {Fl}) (48)
({Fu,Fl}, {short}, {Fl}) (49)
({Fs,Fl}, {short}, {Fl}) (50)
({Fl}, {short}, {Fl}) (51)
({Fl, long}, {dI}, {Flong}) (52)
5 Discussion
We investigated in this paper the expressivity of the reaction systems framework
as a modelling formalism for biology. Our case study, on protein self-assembly,
involves intermediate filaments of arbitrary size. This made the case study a good
choice to test the expressivity of modelling with reaction systems. We showed
that our reaction systems model is a good qualitative counterpart to quantitative
modelling with ODE. Both types of models could demonstrate, albeit with a dif-
ferent language and tools, the formation of intermediate filaments from vimentin
tetramers. In the case of ODE models we showed that by disabling various reac-
tions, we could observe different outputs of the self assembly model. Thus, while
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Table 10: An interactive process for the third variant of the refined RS model. In
this example short is added to the context and the interactive process enters a loop
after the third state from which no long filaments are produced. Next, long is added
to the context and the interactive process produces only long filaments up to state
9. Once short is added again to the context in state 10, the system only produces
short filaments.
State Ci Di Wi
0 {T, short} ∅ {T}
1 {T, short} {O} {T,O}
2 {T, short} {O,H} {T,O,H}
3 {T, short} {O,H,Fu} {T,O,H,Fu}
4 {T, short} {O,H,Fu,Fs} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs}
5 {T, short} {O,H,Fu,Fs} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs}
6 {T, long} {O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl,Flong} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs,Fl,Flong}
7 {T, long} {O,H,Fu,Fl,Flong} {T,O,H,Fu,Fl,Flong}
8 {T, long} {O,H,Fu,Fl,Flong} {T,O,H,Fu,Fl,Flong}
9 {T, short} {O,H,Fu} {T,O,H,Fu}
10 {T, short} {O,H,Fu,Fs} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs}
11 {T, short} {O,H,Fu,Fs} {T,O,H,Fu,Fs}
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in the original setup the system favors the formation of long filaments, two altered
variants were generated in which we produced either short filaments or a combina-
tion of short and long filaments as the output. We showed that reaction systems are
equally versatile and we built three versions of the model demonstrating the same
behaviour as that of the ODE models: only short, only long and both (short and
long filaments). Moreover, our final reaction systems model is able to switch its
preferred output target between short and long filaments, depending on the trigger
coming from the environment.
Building a reaction systems model with a qualitative behaviour “similar” to the
quantitative behaviour of an ODE model is in general a difficult problem. Starting
from a chemical reaction network, an ODE model can be built using standard ki-
netic principles such as the law of mass action, whereas building a reaction systems
model can be quite intricate, see, e.g. [3]. In the case of the intermediate filaments,
building the reaction systems models was straightforward because the chemical
reaction network we started from contained no feedback loops.
We built our reaction systems models in two steps: we first built a basic model
that did not distinguish between the filaments and then we refined it to a more de-
tailed one that distinguished between unit-length, short, and long filaments. The
technique of building models by adding details step by step in called model refine-
ment and it is currently being investigated in connection to several different mod-
elling frameworks, e.g., rule-based models [7], ODE models [16], and Petri net
models [17]. Exploring in more details the refinement of reaction systems models
seems an interesting research topic and we plan to return to it.
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Quantitative models may exhibit sophisticated behaviour that includes having multiple steady states,
bistability, limit cycles, and period-doubling bifurcation. Such behaviour is typically driven by the nu-
merical dynamics of the model, where the values of various numerical parameters play the crucial role.
We introduce in this paper natural correspondents of these concepts to reaction systems modelling, a
framework based on elementary set theoretical, forbidding/enforcing-based mechanisms. We construct
several reaction systems models exhibiting these properties.
Keywords: Qualitative models; bistability; limit cycle; period-doubling bifurcation; steady state; reac-
tion systems.
1. Introduction
During the recent years a shift in the focus of molecular biology is observed. It is pro-
gressively moving from the determination of novel cellular components (e.g., transcription
factors, genes, receptors) and the recognition of their individual functions, to the compre-
hension of how ensembles of cellular components operate in a concerted manner in order
to receive, transmit, and process various stimuli into system-level, complex physiological
1
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responses, see, e.g., [23, 9, 29]. The molecular machinery that underlies the regulation of
complex cellular phenomena such as proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis, is being
progressively uncovered and characterised, see, e.g., [24, 26, 35, 11]. As our knowledge
about the components and modules necessary for proper functioning of a cell is constantly
growing, the resulting biological models become increasingly complex. As a consequence,
they become difficult or even impossible to intuit. Sketched-out drawings, flow charts, and
other forms of static diagrams used sometimes by biologists become insufficient to iden-
tify and analyse system-level functionalities and their characteristics. They are undergoing
a transformation from purely static representation of biological knowledge into dynamical
computational models, which can provide insights into the functioning of the systems. An-
alytical and predictive power of computational modelling and formal reasoning becomes
more and more essential for our understanding of biology, in particular the comprehension
of how compositions of cellular components lead to various, common types of emergent
behaviour.
The analysis and understanding of these behaviours are typically performed in the realm
of quantitative models, in particular models based on ordinary differential equations. In
such models, the characteristics of a system are usually generated through a quantitative
interplay between the well-chosen numerical values of the kinetic constants and of the ini-
tial concentrations of the variables. This is to some extent unsatisfactory, being governed
by numerical setups that say nothing about the structure (nature) of the system under study.
Therefore, our insight into the causes of and the mechanisms driving these behaviours re-
mains on a basic level of detail. We address the problem on an elementary level here, by
adopting reaction systems as our modeling framework and we continue in this paper the line
of research initiated in [6, 5, 4] to introduce to the framework of reaction systems the for-
malization of several notions of central interest in biomodeling such as mass-conservation,
steady state, periodicity, elementary fluxes, invariants, stationary process, multi-stability,
bifurcation. Our definitions of these notions for reaction systems aim to be a natural cor-
respondent of their usual definitions in quantitative frameworks, see, e.g. [25]. This line of
research provides biomodellers with a set of basic modelling tools and concepts which in
turn facilitates building and analysing a biomodel with reaction systems.
In this article we introduce the definitions of multi-stability, mono-stability and periodic
reaction systems as natural correspondents of their counterpart concepts in dynamical sys-
tems. In connection to them, we also discuss the concepts of bistability, limit cycles, and
bifurcations. Several studies have employed other qualitative frameworks, e.g., based on
Boolean logic, to demonstrate the above mentioned behaviours, see for example [3, 19, 27].
They are introduced here for the first time to reaction systems using only elementary set-
theoretical operations. Our underlying idea is that a dynamical system’s trajectories cor-
respond to its counterpart reaction system’s interactive processes: the initial conditions of
a trajectory are mirrored into the initial state of the corresponding interactive process and
its numerical setup is represented through a constant context sequence. For a trajectory
incorporating changes in its initial numerical setup, we will consider as a counterpart an
interactive process with a non-constant context sequence (such as is the case with period-
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doubling behaviour).
Bistability is an example of a system-level characteristic property recurring in the de-
scription of various cellular systems ([2, 32]). Bistable systems are ones that toggle be-
tween two alternative stable states. They are considered to impose switch-like biochemical
behaviour. There exists a number of reviews in the literature that present theoretical and
experimental advances that cast light on what is needed for a biological system to exhibit
bistability, e.g., [22, 34, 32].
Limit cycle oscillation is another system level behaviour of interest for this study. The
usefulness of limit cycles in describing periodic biological and ecological phenomena (such
as the Lotka-Volterra system [20]) makes them a compelling subject to study. In a dynami-
cal system with limit cycle, all stable periodic trajectories are attracted to a unique unstable
steady state [16].
Period-doubling bifurcation is another interesting system level behaviour which is well
connected to chaotic behaviour in nature. This mode of deterministic chaos is a common
pattern in living organisms, see [17]. In a system with a period-doubling bifurcation, a slight
change in the system’s parameters, makes an initially stable cycle of length k unstable, and
produces a new stable cycle of length 2k, see [30].
The article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a few basic definitions
of reaction systems. In Section 3- 5 we introduce the notions of multi-stable, mono-stable
and periodic reaction systems and provide some examples having these properties. We
conclude with a brief discussion in Section 6.
2. Reaction systems
Reaction systems, introduced in [13], is a qualitative framework inspired by the function-
ing of the living cells. There are only two main regulation mechanisms, facilitation and
inhibition, in reaction systems, that drive the interactions between reactions. Intuitively a
reaction is enabled when all components needed to facilitate the reaction are present and
all components which inhibit such a facilitation are absent from the environment. Based on
this intuition a reaction is formalised as a triplet: its reactants, its inhibitors, and its product
set.
In the world of reaction systems, reactions are the pivotal ingredients and it is reactions
that lead the transformation of the system from one state to the other. This modelling ap-
proach provides a causal insight for the modeller and facilitates a better understanding of
the cause-effect relationships of the reactions and consequently of the model as a whole.
In contrast, in traditional modelling approaches one mainly deals with the outcome of a
process and not with the process itself. Another point that makes reaction systems an in-
teresting tool for modelling is its qualitative nature and how it deals with the phenomena
under study only through the facilitation and inhibition mechanisms. There are two main
assumptions considered in the reaction systems framework:
• The threshold assumption. It is assumed that either an element is present in the
environment in abundance or it is absent from it. This implies that there is no
counting in (the basic formulation of) the reaction systems framework and as a
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result, reaction systems are qualitative, rather than quantitative;
• The no permanency assumption. It is assumed that an element vanishes from the
environment if no reaction is triggered to preserve it. This follows the basic ener-
getics of the living cells, where all the different components are actively supported
through energy, i.e., through various cellular reactions.
The two main assumptions of the reaction systems framework yield a very different
modelling framework than in traditional ODE-based modelling. For example, concurrency
on resources between different reactions is described in reaction systems through facili-
tators and inhibitors, rather than through a competition driven by the numerical values of
kinetic constants as in ODE-based model. This provides a deeper and more explicit un-
derstanding of the phenomenon under study. We refer to [6] and [7] for two biological
models implemented in reaction systems including a comparison with the corresponding
ODE-based models.
We recall some basic definitions of reaction systems. For details we refer to [13].
A reaction is a triplet of non-empty, finite sets: a = (Ra, Ia, Pa), where Ra ∩ Ia = ∅.
The sets Ra, Ia, Pa stand for the set of reactants, inhibitors, products of a, respectively.
Given a set S, if Ra, Ia, Pa ⊆ S, then a is a reaction in S. The set of reactions in S is
denoted by rac(S).
Let A be a finite set of reactions, T a finite set, and a ∈ A.
(i) The result of a on T , denoted resa(T ), is
resa(T ) =
{
Pa, if Ra ⊆ T and Ia ∩ T = ∅
∅, otherwise.
(ii) The result of A on T , denoted resA(T ), is
resA(T ) =
⋃
a∈A
resa(T ).
A reaction system (RS in short) is defined as an ordered pair A = (S,A), where S is a
finite set and A ⊆ rac(S). The set S is called the background (set) of A.
Let A be an RS. An interactive process in A is a pair pi = (γ, δ), where γ =
C0, C1, ..., Cn, δ = D0, D1, D2, ..., Dn, n ≥ 1, Ci, Di ⊆ S, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, with
• D0 = ∅ and,
• Di = resA(Ci−1 ∪Di−1), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The sequence γ is the context sequence of pi = (γ, δ). The state sequence of pi is τ =
W0,W1, ...,Wn, where Wi = Ci ∪Di, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We say that the state sequence τ
is generated by the context sequence γ in A. The initial state of pi is W0 = C0 and its final
state is Wn. We say γ is a constant context sequence over C ⊆ S if C1 = C2 = . . . =
Cn = C. (Note that we allow the first context set C0 to be different than the other sets in
the sequence so that we can have interactive processes with a constant context sequence
start from different initial states.) We say γ is an empty context sequence if C1 = C2 =
. . . = Cn = ∅.
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We say that a non-empty set D ⊂ S is a steady state ofA for context set C if resA(C ∪
D) = D, see [6] and [4]. Note that the background set cannot be a steady state: resA(S) =
∅, since each reaction has a non-empty inhibitor set.
Note that the interactive processes of a reaction system can also be represented through
a path in the state transition diagram, where the nodes are the subsets of S and the transi-
tions are U → V , labeled byC, with U, V,C ⊆ S, where resA(U∪C) = V . In this context
we may say that an interactive process leads to a state (or to a cycle) if the corresponding
path in the state transition diagram reaches that state (or that cycle).
3. Multi-stable Reaction Systems
In this section we introduce the notion of multi-stable reaction systems and discuss in some
details the explicit construction of a model with bistability.
Definition 1. We say that A = (S,A) is a multi-stable reaction system for context C ⊂ S
if there exist distinct W1,W2 ⊂ S such that W1 and W2 are steady states for context C in
A.
It is easy to see that there exists an RS with no steady state. Such an example consists
of the following two reactions: ({a}, {b}, {b}), ({b}, {a}, {a}).
The following result proves the existence of reaction systems with any fixed number of
steady states. This is a slight adaptation of some results of [8].
Lemma 2. For any finite set S of cardinality n ≥ 2 and any 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n − 2, there exists
an RS A = (S,A) with exactly k steady states.
Proof. Let S = {s1, . . . , sn} and 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n.
It is easy to see that the RS with S as the background set and the following set of reac-
tions has no steady state: ({si}, {si+1}, {si+1}), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1, ({sn}, {s1}, {s1}).
Consider now the case k ≥ 1. We construct an RS having k steady states for the
empty context. We denote t1, t2, . . . , t2n−2 the subsets of S (in some fixed but arbitrary
ordering), other than the empty set and the full set; the latter two are denoted t2n−1 and
t2n , respectively.
We construct a state transition diagram T with nodes {t1, . . . , t2n} as follows. We
add self loops on nodes t1, . . . , tk and edges from all other nodes to node t1. We label
all the edges with empty sets. It is shown in [8] that any finite state transition diagram F
can be translated to an RS F in such a way that the transition sequences of F are in a
one-to-one correspondence with a certain kind of interactive processes of F. Following the
construction in [8] we consider the following reactions:
• (ti, S \ ti, ti), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k;
• (tj , S \ tj , t1), for all k < j ≤ 2n − 2.
Clearly, this RS has exactly k steady states for the empty context: t1, . . . , tk.
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Bistable systems have the capacity to operate in two distinct modes in a stable manner.
Typically, the system can switch from one stable mode to the other in response to a specific
external input. Mathematically, these bistable systems are usually described by models that
exhibit two distinct stable steady states [10]. Bistability is a recurrent motif in biology; for
instance, in the well known lac operon in the bacteria Escherichia coli, a group of genes are
repressed in the presence of glucose and transcribed in the combined absence of glucose
and presence of lactose [21, 31].
The smallest chemical reaction system with bistability is presented in [37]. It consists of
the minimal number of reactants, reactions, and terms in the associated system of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs). Its set of chemical reactions are in Table 1 and an illustration
of its behaviour is in Fig. 1. As it can be seen, for lower levels of the input signal S, the
system has only one base-level steady state x = 0. As the level of S increases, the system
undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation, which renders the system bistable. This behaviour is
observable in Fig. 1 at S = 4: beyond that point the system has one more stable steady state
in addition to x = 0 (as well as another unstable steady state). The process can be reversed:
for a high level of the signal strength, the system is bistable. As the signal decreases and
reaches the lower saddle-node bifurcation point, the drastic jump to the lower steady-state
will occur.
In the remaining of this section we are constructing a counterpart in the reaction systems
framework of the example in [37]. The existence of an RS with bistability follows already
from Lemma 2. Our example has the additional benefit of being explicitly constructed as a
correspondent of a quantitative reaction-based model, rather than as a direct encoding of a
desired behaviour. This example will also be used as the basis of another model, to be built
in the next section, with the mono-stability property.
Table 1: The chemical reaction bistable model of [37] and the corresponding RS.
Reactions in chemical reaction netweork Reactions in bistable RS
S + y
k1−→ 2x ({S, y}, {dI}, {x})
2x
k2−→ x+ y ({x}, {dI}, {y})
x+ y
k3−→ y + P ({x, y}, {S}, {y})
x
k4−→ P No correspondent reaction in RS
In the background set we introduce variables x, y corresponding to the variables with
the same names of the ODE-based model. We also introduce variables s, S to distinguish
between low and high external signal, allowing for capturing the bistability switch. We are
ignoring variable P in our RS model. Additionally, we use (as usual in RS modeling) a
dummy inhibitor variable dI.
The first reaction of the model in [37], S + y → 2x, is translated into the RS reaction
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Fig. 1: Bistability. The figure shows two stable steady states (solid lines) and one unstable
state (dotted line).
({S, y}, {dI}, {x}).
For the second reaction, 2x → x + y, we do not include x in the product set to take
into account the multiplicities of x on the left- and on the right-hand side of the reaction.
We translate this reaction to ({x}, {dI}, {y}).
The third reaction, x+ y → y+ P , essentially implements the degradation of x (when
P is ignored) in the presence of x and y. Because of the threshold assumption in RS,
degrading x can only be observed in our RS model if the first reaction of the RS model
(that produces x) is not enabled at the same time. With this intuition in mind, we introduce
S as an inhibitor of the third reaction of our RS model: ({x, y}, {S}, {y}).
The resulting RS reactions are presented in Table 1.
The behaviour of the RS model corresponds well to that of the chemical reaction model.
For example, it is clear from the set of reactions that an interactive process with a constant
context sequence over {s} takes the system from any state to state {s}, showing that the
model has in this case only one steady state, similarly as the chemical reaction model has
with low levels of the external signal. Also, an interactive process with a constant context
sequence over {S} leads to either state {S} or to state {x, y, S}, showing that the model
has in this case two stable steady states, again similar as the chemical reaction model.
Furthermore, note that the system cycles between states {x, S} and {y, S} with a constant
context sequence over {S}; this can be interpreted as corresponding to the third unstable
steady state of the chemical reaction model under high levels of the external signal.
4. Mono-stability and Limit Cycles for Reaction Systems
In this section we introduce the notions of mono-stability and limit cycle for reaction sys-
tems, and construct an example of an RS with limit cycle as a slight modification of the
example in the previous section.
Being able to explain the oscillatory phenomena in biological systems makes the limit
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2: Limit cycle behaviour: (a) closed loop; (b) periodic oscillations.
cycle one of the most interesting kinetic behaviours [12]. A cycle with length greater than
one in the phase space is called a limit cycle (a cycle of length one is a steady state). It is
known that in a dynamical system with limit cycle behaviour, there is a unique (unstable)
steady state surrounded by stable periodic trajectories that converge to the steady state [16].
Limit cycles have proven to be useful in describing periodic processes in nature, e.g. the
Lotka-Volterra system [20]. That is why finding such trajectories is an interesting subject
to study [19]. Fig. 2 shows the typical behaviour of systems with limit cycle.
We introduce now mono-stability and limit cycle for reaction systems.
Definition 3. We say that A = (S,A) is a mono-stable reaction system for context C ⊂ S
if there exists a unique W ⊂ S such that W is a steady state for context C in A.
Note that for such an RS, an interactive process with an initial state other than W
and with a (long-enough) constant context sequence over C eventually leads to either the
empty state, to W itself, or to a cycle of length greater than one. The special case where
there is only one such cycle leads to the concept of limit cycle. We formulate a definition
for reaction systems with limit cycle as follows.
Definition 4. We say that A = (S,A) is a reaction system with limit cycle for context
C ⊂ S if:
• there exists only one steady state W for context C in A;
• there exist W1, . . . ,Wn ⊂ S, n > 1, such that resA(C ∪Wi) = Wi+1 for every
1 ≤ i < n and resA(C ∪Wn) =W1, and
• any interactive process with a constant context sequence overC and with an initial
state other than W will eventually reach a state from {W1, . . . ,Wn}.
It is known that a small modification of the numerical parameters of a dynamical system
may make it switch from a bistable behaviour to one with a limit cycle, see [14]. Following
this suggestion we build an RS with limit cycle through a small modification of the RS
of Table 1. The only modification we make to it is to add an inhibitor to its first reaction;
the result is presented in Table 2. Indeed, this RS has a limit cycle for context {S}: the
interactive processes with a constant context sequence over {S}, the model may either
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reach state {S} (a steady state for context {S}), or it may eventually cycle between states
{x, S} and {y, S}.
Table 2: An RS model with limit cycle for context {S} over the background set {s, S, x, y}.
List of reactions
({S, y}, {x}, {x})
({x}, {dI}, {y}
({x, y}, {S}, {x})
5. Periodic Reaction Systems
In this section we introduce the notion of periodic reaction system and provide an example
of a dynamical system with such behaviour.
Definition 5. We say that A = (S,A) is a periodic reaction system for context C ⊂ S
if for every W ⊂ S, there is a constant context sequence γ = W,C, . . . , C such that the
interactive process pi = (γ, δ) leads to cycles of length greater than one.
An interesting addition to the periodic behaviour is the period-doubling bifurcation. A
period-doubling is a bifurcation in which a modification of a parameter value causes the
system to switch to a new behaviour where the period of the system is twice as large as the
original one. A period-doubling cascade is a sequence of doublings of the period. For de-
tails on period-doubling bifurcation we refer to [30, 28]. Understanding the period-doubling
behaviour is of utmost important since it facilitates the better explaining, and possibly con-
trolling, the chaotic phenomena occurring in nature, see for example [15] and [36].
Fig. 3 illustrates a period-doubling bifurcation for the discrete dynamical system
xn+1 = r − x2n where x0 and r belong to the intervals [−2, 2] and [0, 2] respectively. As it
can be seen from Fig. 3, the period of the system doubles as r increases. This behaviour is
indicative of the onset of chaos, see [18, 33, 1].
The cascade of period-doubling can be viewed as a binary counter with adjustable
length, i.e., for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the period i is of length 2i and each state of the period
i is labeled with a binary number between 0 and 2i − 1 as depicted in Fig. 4. We use this
intuition in building an RS with period-doubling behaviour. In this model the change from
period i to period j of the system is induced by having j introduced into the system by the
context. As the foundation of our model we use the binary counter RS model introduced
in [13]. We add a few new reactions to the system to control the length of the counter as
well as to facilitate the transition from one period to the other. The model is constructed as
follows.
Our RS model will beA = (S,A)with S = {e0, . . . , en, t, 1, . . . , n}, where e0 denotes
the start of the counting, ei represents 1 on the ith binary position for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, t is
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Fig. 3: The discrete dynamical system xn+1 = r − x2n where x0 = 0 exhibits a period-
doubling bifurcation. The plot shows the attractors of this dynamical system for different
values of r.
the trigger for ending the counting process, and 1 ≤ k ≤ n presents the current counting
threshold, that indicates 2k − 1 as the upper bound for the current counter. The set of
reactions A is defined as:
• a10 = ({e1}, {e0, t}, {e1}),
• aij = ({ei}, {ej , t, 1, . . . , i− 1}, {ei}), for all i, j such that 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n,
• b1 = ({e0}, {e1, t}, {e1}),
• bi = ({e0, . . . , ei−1}, {ei, 1, . . . , i− 1, t}, {ei}), for all i such that 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
• r1 = ({e0}, {t}, {e0}),
• r2 = ({e0, t}, {e1, . . . , en}, {e0}),
• l = ({t}, {e0}, {e0}),
• qi = ({e0, . . . , ei, i}, {t}, {t}), for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
• si = ({i}, {t, i+ 1, . . . , n}, {i}), for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Reactions a10, aij , b1, bi, r1, l and qi for all i, j such that 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, are adopted
from the RS of [13] with small modifications respecting the newly introduced counting
upper bound in our study. This set of reactions is responsible for the binary counting as
well as ending the process whenever trigger {t} is introduced in the system.
Reaction a10 guarantees that if e0 is not present, then the incrementing process is not
performed, while it takes place otherwise.
For all {i, j} such that 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n, the reaction aij produces ei as long as ej and
ending trigger t are not present and the counter threshold is greater than i. Thus, if a binary
number has 1 on the ith position and 0 on some jth position, j < i, its successor still has 1
on the ith position.
For each 2 ≤ i ≤ n, the reaction bi produces ei if ei is not present while all of
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Fig. 4: Period-doubling cascade illustrated as a binary counter.
e0, . . . , ei−1 are present. Thus, bi inserts 1 to the ith position when 1 is added to a number
that has 0 on position i and 1 on each position smaller than i, the ending trigger is not
available and the counter threshold is greater than i.
Reaction l starts the counting by adding e0 to the current state when the trigger t is
introduced.
Reactions qi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, stop the counter when the binary number has reached
its threshold.
Reaction r1 keeps e0 in the system as long as t is not added to the system. Reaction r2
resets the system.
Reactions si, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are responsible for preserving the current period length
and for switching from one period length to another. Note that for switching from one
period to the other, the binary length i of the new period needs to be introduced into the
system through the context.
To better illustrate the behaviour of this RS, we provide an example here. The state
sequence corresponding to the initial state {e0, 3} with an empty context sequence is:
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{e0, 3}, {e0, e1, 3}, {3, e0, e2}, {3, e0, e1, e2}, {3, e0, e3}, {3, e0, e1, e3}, {3, e0, e2, e3},
{3, e0, e1, e2, e3}, {3, e0, t}, which, based on our defined notions, translates to the follow-
ing binary sequence: 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111, 000. This sequence represents
the period of length 23 in our period-doubling RS. Note that any other initial state {e0, k}
would enter a cycle with period of length 2k.
6. Discussion
We continued in this paper the line of research initiated in [6, 5, 4] to bring to the frame-
work of reaction systems natural correspondents of various quantitative modelling concepts
such as mass-conservation, steady state, periodicity, elementary fluxes, invariants, station-
ary processes, multi-stability, bifurcation. The aim of this line of research is to provide a
biomodeller with a set of basic modelling tools and concepts to serve her in building and
analysing a biomodel with reaction systems. There are clear advantages in using reaction
systems as a modelling framework alongside traditional (both quantitative and qualitative)
modelling frameworks; to mention only two: the transparent causality between events tak-
ing place in a system, and the explicit formulation of the mechanisms responsible for trig-
gering a reaction, in terms of facilitation and inhibition.
To demonstrate that the definitions we introduced in this paper are natural with re-
spect to the similar concepts in dynamical systems, we built several RS models as natural
correspondents of known dynamical systems and showed that their status with respect to
multi-stability or limit cycle is preserved.
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